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Former MSU president dies
Dr. Harry M. Sparks, 88, president emeritus of Murray State
University, died Monday, May
20, 1996, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
He began his long career at
Murray State in 1948, serving
first as professor and then chairman of the Department of
Education.

Tigers run
past Heath
at regional
Page 6

Born in Rockcastle County
July 27, 1907, he was the son of
the late Robert A. Sparks and
Lena Bentley Sparks.
After 15 years on the faculty,
he took a leave of absence and
was elected Superintendent of
Public Instruction for the state of
Kentucky from 1964 to 1968. On
Jan. 8, 1968, he became president
of Murray State University, serving until his retirement in 1973.

Dr. Sparks began his long and
distinguished career of service to
education in 1930 in the Breckinridge County Schools. He taught,
coached, was principal and superintendent. McDaniels Elementary
was his first assignment, then
Hardinsburg High School, and
Irvington High School. He then
went to Russell High School in
1941 as principal and left in 1944
to enlist in the Navy. He became
principal of Mayfield High
School in 1947.
He received his early education
in the Mt. Vernon public schools.
He attended Bethany College in
West Virginia and received an
A.B. degree with cum laude honors from Transylvania University,
Lexington. He finished both his
Master's degree and his doctoral

Navy extended from June 1944
through 1946. He was stationed
at the 7th Naval District Headquarters in Miami, Fla., with the
rank of lieutenant commander.

HARRY SPARKS
degree at the University
Kentucky.
His military service in the

Coursey reminds
voters to apply
for absentee ballot

High gas
state motorists
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) —
Kentucky motorists will find the
highest gas prices in 15 years
as they travel this Memorial
Day weekend, the American
Automobile Association Blue
Grass/Kentucky said Monday.
Gas prices have gone up 6.7
cents per gallon in the past
month, AAA said. Gas prices
are 11 cents higher compared
to last May.
The average price of selfserve regular unleaded was
$1.275, according to AAA's latest fuel gauge survey. Prices at
32 stations surveyed ranged
from $1.26 to $1.33.
AAA said 76 percent of the
stations surveyed will be open
over the holiday weekend and
38 percent will be open 24
hours.
Despite the jump in gas
prices, AAA is predicting a 2
percent increase in the number
of trips taken this summer.
WEATHER
Tonight...Clear and cooler.
Low in the mid 50s. Light
wind.
Wednesday...Sunny. High
in the mid 80s.
LAKE LEVELS
KENTUCKY. 362.8,+0.2/72
BARKLEY.....362.9,-0.1/75'
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A member of First United
Methodist Church, Murray, he
has served on the Administrative
MI See Page 2

Divers enter
crater where
jet crashed

LOCAL

Calloway County Clerk Ray
Coursey reminds residents that
May 21 is the last day to apply
for a paper absentee ballot for
the May 28 primary elections.
Citizens eligible for an
absentee ballot are: students,
U.S. servicemen, inmates in
correctional institutions, disabled voters and anyone living
outside the state but maintain
an in-state address.
Coursey said if anyone has
questions about the election,
they should call his office at
(502) 753-3923.

As a recognized leader in public education, Dr. Sparks received
many honors and awards. He was
president of Kentucky Education
Association in 1960; named a
Distinguished Alumnus by University of Kentucky and Transylvania University; received honorary doctoral degrees from Murray
State University, Union College,
Morehead State University and
Eastern Kentucky University;
was named "Man of the Year" in
1970 by Murray Chamber of
Commerce. The Administration
Building at MSU was officially
dedicated and named Sparks Hall

in 1976.
Dr. Sparks served as an Educational Consultant to the Republic
of West Germany in 1964. In
1971, he was presented the outstanding Civilian Service Award
by the United States Army. He
has served as consultant in education to the Kentucky Legislature,
and has represented the cause of
public education before various
congressional groups in Washington, D.C. Upon his retirement at
Murray State, the Harry M.
Sparks Distinguished Lecture
Series was established in his
honor.

By TRACY FIELDS
Associated Press Writer

JIM MAHANES Ledger & Times photo

OLYMPIC TORCH RUN: Local members of the Fraternal Order of Police take part in an Olympic
Torch Run to help raise money for the Special Olympics. Shown here are members of the Murray Police
Department and Murray State University Public Safety following Crystal Estes and David Brown as they
carry the torch for the W.A.T.C.H. center.

White Beach may change
Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Public comments are being
requested on marina development
at TVA's Pacer Point recreation
area.
The 37.3-acre area, also known

as White Beach, is presently
operated and maintained by the
Calloway County Fiscal Court.
According to a press release
issued by Randy Lowe of the
TVA, court officials say this area
has been a maintenance and law

enforcement burden.
Lowe said a request has been
submitted to TVA by Harbor Hill
Marine for commercial development of the area.
•See Page 2

MIAMI (AP) — Divers in special heavy-duty .suits descended
today into a murky crater in the
swampy Everglades where investigators think most of the wreckage of ValuJet Flight 592 is
concealed.
The five divers gathered for a
briefing at 5 a.m., and they
started entering the water two at
a time about 9:45 a.m.
"Their mission today is going
to be exploratory," Metro Dade
police Detective Ed Munn said.
"They don't know what they're
going to find. The first dive team
that's in there is going to just
look around, but they're actually
going to be feeling around."
Light rain fell this morning,
not strongly enough to threaten
the search for the remains of the
DC-9 and its passengers, but
there was a chance of storms.
"The concern is heavy rain
and, of course, lightning," Munn

said. "The lightning could be a
big factor here today. Light rain
is not a problem. We're just worried about a torrential
downpour."
Since the May 11 crash that
killed all 110 people aboard,
searchers have focused their
efforts on the area around the
crater, which measures 175 feet
long, 60 feet wide and about 6
feet deep.
They have recovered only
about 10 percent of the DC-9,
including the engines, and only
body parts of victims. A complete
body has yet to be found. Also
missing is the important cockpit
voice recorder.
After taking a helicopter tour
of the crash site Monday,, Gov.
Lawton Chiles was struck by the
starkness.
'Every crash ,scene that I've
111 See Page 2

Local forum
focuses on
Green, Curd
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
Imagine going to a foriegn
country alone to start a new life
with few or no personal
possessions.
That is what many international students do each year when
deciding to attend Murray State
University.
To help these students adjust to
their new life, MSU's English
Language Institute will give
American students and the Murray community a chance to make
the adjustment easier through the
department's Friendship program.
"What we're trying to do is
have a community friendship
program to give the members of
this community a chance to form
-TernalionaI
a fnendslup with an in
student," said ELI student adviser
Erdice Court. "Because we're
getting more and more international students, a United States
university education is our fifth
largest export. It's really a good
way for people to get to know
them."
The first part of the program
will be community friendship.
This will give someone a chance
to befriend an ELI student who

The Calloway County Association of Concerned Citizens hosted
a legislative report forum at the
George Weaks Community Center Monday night.
In all, about 50 people turned
out to hear Sen. Jeff Green and
Rep. Freed Curd give reports on
the recent session of the Kentucky General Assembly.
The two men were flooded
with questions from the audience
about the legislature and their
votes and views on certain issues.

lives on campus.
"This is where you have a student and the student is your
friend," Court said. "The student
will live on campus and you
would invite them over every
once in a while. They could maybe come to dinner on Sunday or
maybe you could take them to
church, or whatever you choose
to do. It makes a friendship that
lasts forever."
The other area is the Community Host program. This program
allows a student to live with a
family in the Murray community,
with the student paying his or her
own room and board.
"I think this is a good way for
people in this community to learn
about the real world by helping
these students,- Court said.
learn all about this person's
country and he would learn a lot
more about the American culture.
"They know the university culture, all about living in the dorms
and how to go to Wal-Mart, but
they know nothing about American home life. They need to
know how a typical American
family lives."
• See Page 2

Oscar Turner Jr. served as
moderator for the event and
asked the questions from a stack
of cards submitted by audience
members.

JIM MAHANESkedger & Times photo

SCHOOL DAYS: Murray

Middle School student Brooke Boggess
enjoys Monday's warm weather and one of her last days in school at
the eighth grade outing at the Murray-Calloway County Park.

On the issue of health care,
Green said he received more letters, E-mail—and-teleptrune calls
about this issue than all the other
issues combined.
"Why, because health care
effects everyone. Much of the
legislation doesn't directly effect
a lot of people like health care
does," he said. "In 1994, • we
passed the health care reform bill.
Although I'm not sure 'reform' is
an accurate term for it."
• See Page 2
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Boat sinks in •Program...
Lake Victoria

•IIISU...
FROM PAGE 1
Board and was Sunday School
superintendent. He also taught
the Gleaners Sunday School
Class for more than 20 years.
Dr. Sparks was well-known as
a humorist and as one of Kentucky's best and most popular
speakers. He was a member of
Murray Rotary Club.
A scholarship has been established at Murray State University
honoring Dr. Sparks. Memorials
may be made to the scholarship.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Lois Ogden Stiles Sparks;
two sons, Harry M. Sparks Jr.
and wife, Carol, Fort Thomas,
and Phillip S. Sparks and wife,
Katharine, Nashville, Tenn.; four
grandchildren, Jill Ethington and
husband, Shannon, Lexington,
We can provide information and coverage for your

HOME
INSURANCE

Ask about Shelters
LIFE, CAR, FARM,
BUSINESS
coverages too

Herod "Jack" Romaine
Licensed in KY & TN
759.1033 or 753.0873
I01 S 12th Si. • Murray

Harry M. Sparks III, Hollywood,
Calif., Brigitte Sparks, British
West Indies, and Jerome Sparks
and wife, Lisa, Cincinnati. Ohio:
two brothers, Robert Sparks and
DAR ES SALAAM, Tanzania
William Sparks, Lexington.
— A steamship sank in
(AP)
His daughter, Susan N. Sparks
Nutter, two sisters, Elizabeth Lake Victoria today, leaving as
Williams and Margaret Craig, many as 600 passengers missing
and one brother, Bentley Sparks, and feared dead, state radio said.
Passing ships pulled 40 survipreceded him in death.
J.H. Churchill Funeral Home is vors from the water about 30
in charge of funeral and burial miles northwest of the Tanzanian
lake port of Mwanza and recovservices.
ered 21 bodies, Radio Tanzania
said.
Witnesses aboard two vessels
that passed by the scene told
Radio Tanzania that many pasFROM PAGE 1
sengers were trapped inside the
"Right now we're asking for
MV Bukoba and were feared
public comments on this issue," dead.
Lowe said. "This is not a done
The ship is owned and operdeal, this is just a, proposal." . ated by the state Tanzania RailThe land is presently owned by
TVA and leased to Calloway
County as a public recreation
area. Lowe said Habor Hill has
requested a permanent easment of
LOMA LINDA, Calif. (AP) —
the land for commercial use.
Dale Evans, who starred in
"We have strict guidelines they
dozens of Western films with her
will have to follow in order to be
husband, Roy Rogers, is recoverissued this easment," Lowe said. ing from surgery following a
Public comments can be sent to stroke she suffered on Mother's
P.O. Box 280, Paris, Tenn., Day, „ber son said.
38242, or by calling (901)
Evans, 83, was alert and doing
642-2041. Comments need to be well following surgery this past
received by June 7.
weekend at Loma Linda University Medical Center, Roy "Dusty" Rogers Jr. said. She underCLARIFICATION
went an operation to bypass a
carotid artery that supclogged
Two names were incorrectly
plies
blood
to the brain.
Murray
Monday's
in
spelled
On May 12, Evans suffered a
State University budget article.
Connie Blanchard will serve as
the new chairman and professor
in the department of Foreign
languages.
Albert Sperath will be the
interim director of the National FROM PAGE 1
Green said there were more
Scouting Museum.
than half a million people in Kentucky who didn't have health care
coverage in 1994.
To Attend Our...
"When I went to Frankfort
(this year), I knew we had to

IN Beach...

FROM PAGE 1

Court said that not only does
the program help the students
adjust to the country, but it also
allows their parents a chance to
learn something about the United
States.
"All these parents know about
the United States is what they see
through the media," she said.
"They think that everybody's
going to be killed. They don't
realize that Murray is a very,
very safe place. So, they would
like for their children to live in a
home."
In addition to having to adjust
to American culture, international
students often have to buy everything they need to live on.
"They come over here and it's
not like an American student who
brings all of their possessions,"
Court said. "Each of these students come with nothing. They
help the ecomony of the community a whole lot. Every student
has to go out and buy a VCR, a
TV, a telephone and bedding.
They don't bring these things
because their luggage is very limited when flying over here.
"But I think the fact that they
want to come shows that they are
adaptable. That they will make
the trip and come over here by
themselves and be a stranger in a
strange land shows that they have
the courage to adapt. And that's
why I want to find some people
to be their family and help to
make their transition easier."
Praorn Charoonrode, a student

ways Corporation, which sent the
MV Victoria, the largest steamer
in the huge lake, and other vessels to the rescue, radio said.
The ship was traveling southeast from Bukoba to Mwanza,
about 110 miles.
Since the collapse in 1977 of
the East African Community and
the disintegration of the East
African Railways and Harbors
Corporation, Kenya, Uganda and
Tanzania have operated separate
steamer services in Lake Victoria
with only haphazard rescue
cooperation.
Lake Victoria is world's second largest freshwater lake after
Lake Superior.

Dale Evans suffers stroke
stroke apparently triggered by the
blockage. On Mother's Day four
years ago, she suffered a heart
attack.
She remained alert before and
after surgery, though family
members could not say When she
would return to the Apple Valley
home she shares with Rogers.
Rogers and Evans, who married in 1947, appeared in 35
Westerns and had a television
show in the '50s. Evans also
wrote songs including "Happy
Trails" and "The Bible Tells Me
So."
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Well always be there for you.
Sbehei Insurance Co. Home Once Columbia MO

You Are Invited

62nd Annual

Homecoming

•Divers...

Sunday, May 26
John Hoover, Speaker — Hickory, Kentucky
SCHEDULE OF SERVICES:
Bible Study — 9:30 a.m.
Worship Services — 10:15 a.m. & 6:00 p.m.
Fellowship Meal after the morning services.
Gospel Singing — 2:00 p.m
A warm and friendly welcome awaits you!!!

Coldwater Church of Christ
Hwy. 121 North • Murray

FROM PAGE 1
ever seen a picture of ... you
always see the debris, you sec
kind of a picture of what happened," Chiles said. "Here, you
don't see very much at all."
The divers' bulky black suits,
made of a heavy rubber compound, have communication lines
attached, leading back to the surface. Divers can talk to their colleagues above while working
under water in shifts of about 20
minutes.
Authorities hope a groundpenetrating radar system used to
find dinosaur bones and Egyptian

EDWARD B HATCHETT.
AUDITOR OF PUBLIC ACCOUNTS
To the People of Kentucky
Honorable Paul E. Patton, Governor
Mr. John P. McCarty, Secretary
Finance and Administration Cabinet
Ms Margaret Handmaker, Secretary
Revenue Cabinet
Honorable J. D. Williams, County Judge/Executive
Members of the Calloway County Fiscal Court
Independent Auditor's Report
We have audited the Calloway County Sheriff's Settlement - 1994 Taxes
as of July 13, 1995. This tax settlement is the responsibility of the
Calloway County Sheriff. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the
financial statement based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted government
auditing standards and the Audit Guide for Sheriff's Tax Settlements issued
by the Auditor of Public Accounts, Commonwealth of Kentucky. These standards
require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance
An
about whether the financial statement is free of material misstatement.
audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence supporting the amounts
and disclosures in the financial statement. An audit also includes assessing
the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management
as well as evaluating the overall financial statement presentation. We
believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.
The Sheriff prepares his financial statement on a prescribed basis
of
of accounting that demonstrates compliance with the cash basis and laws
than
generally
other
accounting
basis
of
comprehensive
a
is
Kentucky, which
accepted accounting principles.
In our opinion, the accompanying financial statement referred to above
presents fairly, in all material respects, the Calloway County Sheriff's taxes
charged, credited, and paid as of July 13. 1995, in conformity with the basis
of accounting described in the preceding paragraph.
In accordance with government auditing standards, we have also issued a
report dated December_21_1on_our consideration of Calloway County
Sheriff's internal control structure and a report dated December 21. 195
•
on its compliance with laws and regulations.
Respectfully submitted,

•

make some changes in health
care or I couldn't come back
home," he said. "We tried to
retain some provisions of (the
previous bill), but we heard loudly from the insurance companies
and I don't think they were being

Edward B. Hatchett, Jr.
Audit fieldwork completed January 12, 1996
The above transmittal letter accompanied the audit report presented to the fiscal court.
KRS 43.090(2) requires that this letter be published in this newspaper.
statements and
Copies of the complete audit report, including the accompanying financial
the Auditor of Public
additional information, are available upon request by contacting
Accounts, 144 Capitol Annex. Frankfort, Kentucky 40601.

tombs will help. Searchers say it
has already located something 10
to 12 feet long, possibly a wing.
But the item investigators want
to find most is the cockpit voice
recorder. It could help solve the
mystery of the smoke in the
cockpit and cabin that the crew
reported just before the crash.
Investigators have said a fire
may have started in the front of
the plane before it crashed, and
suspicion has fallen on oxygengenerating canisters that were in
a front cargo hold.
The canisters use a chemical
reaction to create oxygen for a
plane's emergency masks and can
get as hot as 500 degrees. As
many as 119 outdated canisters
were being taken back to ValuJet
headquarters in Atlanta, but it is
not yet clear whether the canisters were empty or full of the
volatile chemicals.

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
6-2-8
Pick 4
7-0-4-5
Cash 5
2-17-20-21-22

Sponsored by:

Shell

self serving. I think they were
acting in the best interest of their
customers."
Green said he tried to vote on
amendments that would ultimately decrease insurance premiums
for Kentucky residents.
"I felt we probably overreacted
in the (1994) session, and the
insurance companies took advantage of it," Curd said. "What we
ran into for several years, is people who have something wrong
with them were being canceled
from insurance or their rates were
being doubled or tripled.
"That's a problem. Whether we
addressed it correctly or not —
we put a lot of amendments on
the bill, so we wrote another bill.
Which means we could only vote
for or against it.
"Government got involved in
it. Leadership got involved, so we
had a chance to vote for nothing
or pass the bill and modify it
somewhat, not as much as I
would have wanted, but..."
One audience member asked if
there were insurance representatives advising them on the issue
while in Frankfort.
"This is one issue that you
can't say the lobbyists influenced
us. You couldn't believe it, they
were so thick you could step on
them," Curd said.
Green said this is one of the
toughest issues he has ever workckl on and that it would come up
again in the 1998 General
Assembly and probably the session after that.
Other issues audience members
asked the two men ranged from
the issue of personal watercraft
legislation, the PCC/MSU engineering debate, the early childhood initiative act, clear-cut logging in Kentucky and how state
government officials could have
advised the Calloway County Fiscal Court on the new Calloway
County Jail.

from Thiland who has been in the
United States for three months,
said living in Murray is a good
experience.
"I love Murray because it is a
quite place that is good for studying," she said. "When I lived in
Thiland I lived with my parents,
but now I live alone and do
everything myself. I like living
by myself, but I miss my family."
Court said there are two types
of international students at Murray State.
"There are two different sections for international people,"
she said. "The first set are regular
students. They just come over
here and go to school and their
english is adequate for them to be
a regular student.
"Our students are students at
the ELI. The ELI is part of the
college of humanistic studies.
These students have I.D.'s, live
in the dorms and do everything a
regular college student does, but
they go strictly to classes."
According to Court, the ELI
program is an intense one for
these students.
"They start in the mornings
and go until three or four in the
afternoon," she said. "These students study all of the time. We go
all year. We have five terms in a
year, two in the fall, two in the
spring and one in the summer.
Some of these students never go
home, and that's hard.
"When they graduate from this
program, then they enroll as regular students. But their English is
not adequate enough when they
arrive to enroll in regular
classes."
• Even though the class schedule
can be grueling, some students
like Suleman Gunay, a 25 yearold from Turkey, like being in
Murray and are adjusting well to
the work.
"The people are very nice
here," he said. "There is no air
pollution or traffic jams. Everything has gone well. Classes are
not hard because I was an honor
student in my home country."
While it may be hard for international students to adjust to their
new environment, Court finds it
gratifying to help them make this
transition.
"I have benefited because I've
tried to help them be happy here
and adjust," Court said. "I'm like
all of their mothers when they are
over here.
"It's a pleasure and a joy to see
them come over here and not be
able to say five words in English,
and then be able to go on and be
a regular student. That's my
reward."
To the 80 million of you
who volunteered time and
money last year, thanks
for all you've given
Imagine what more could
do. Call 1-800-55-GIVE S.
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you something
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Don't Miss The Best Prices
East of the Mississippi!
•Furniture
•Bedding
•Clothes
*Tile
•Carpet

•Small Appliances
•Shoes
•Office Products
*Electronics
*Toys

We Guarantee 5Of Below
Manufacturer's Retail

PRICE CUTTER$/a
Salvage & Liquidation Center
N. 12th St.

Located in the old Kroger Bldg.
Sat. 104, Sun. 12-5
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John Fannin, Assistant Director of Bands at Murray State University, works
with the 7th grade Low Brass section of the Murray Middle School band.
Shown are Andy Broach, Mike Ameson and Brian Blankenship.

The Teens, Crime and the Community class of 8th graders at Calloway Middle
School are learning about the consequences of driving under the influence
,tt
t

Sara Duncan, 5th grade student at East Elementary displays her science fair
project about surface tension In soap bubbles.
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Miss Becky issacs, student teacher In Toni Bohannon's class at North
Calloway Elementary, presented a unit on land forms. She is building a
volcano with the students.
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CCMSEith grade student James Cox Is shown with his painting of the famous
17th Century Baroque artist, Rembrandt Van Rljn. James used temperary
paint In this portrait representation.
•

Jameela Sadoun, a Murray State student from Jordan, shares information
about the Arab world with Mrs. Bell's 6th grade students at Murray Middle
School.
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Coach Houston Nutt spoke to fourth grade students at Southwest Elementary
to motivate them to do their personal best during the recent KIRIS testing.
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Sam Parker, owner of WSJB, WBLN and TV 46, spoke to Relationships class
on communication in Marlene Beach's class.

ly

Fourth graders Dustin Barnett, Elizabeth Withee, Brian Galloway, Glenn
Bayless and Kathy Miller work together in Kim Baust's collaborative reading
class at Murray Middle School. They are discussing their options to an open
response question.
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During the Christmas unit In Sherida Gentry and Brenda Scarbrough's class
Heather Stewart and Purtl Prlyogutomo made edible Christmas ornaments
Nicole Envin's father paid a special visit to the Southwest Elementary fifth
graders. He shared his many experiences in other countries selling popcorn.

Murray Middle School students in Judy Tuckers Social Studies classes made
board games after studying the Roman Empire. Sarah Ouertermous, Brad
Billing ton, Thomas Olive and Peter Hayman are shown playing "Roman
Journey," a game created by fellow 7th graders Denise Brown, Brytanl Damell
and Aimee Conn.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

Used Books 'N' CD's

FREE
CONTACTS

Calloway County High School's Alternative program student Michelle
Scarbrough helps Gage Osbron,Zachary Cathey and Joshua Chambers frost
a dinosaur cake.
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Dr. lie‘in Adams

With purchase of complete pair
of eyeglasses & exam.
*Daily Wear
*Ocular Sciences

These students are enjoying Strawberry Cooler Blender Drinks in Creative
Foods class.
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products 100% guaranteed.
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Inquire About Intermediate &
Advanced Crochet Lessons!

Add-A-Name Books, Etc.

Bookshelf

Southside Shopping Center
Murray, KY 42071
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FROM OUR READERS
Crowell looks to the future
Dear Editor:
When Johnny Hayes and I joined Bill Kennoy on the TVA Board in
1993,we made a commitment to improve TVA's business operations and
to prepare TVA for success in the changing utility marketplace.
As I approach my third anniversary as TVA chairman, I am proud of
what we've accomplished, and I look forward to TVA's continuing
success. In the past three years, we have moved to within a few months of
our goal of going 10 years without a general rate increase. We have
brought two nuclear units into operation. We have ended nuclear
construction and set a date of October 1997 for capping TVA's debt. We
have issued innovative regional, retail, and global bonds.
We have reduced costs and improved operations throughout TVA's
power system. We have completed TVA's plan for guiding future
energy-supply decisions, and we are implementing a strategic plan to
prepare TVA for the challenges of a deregulated utility industry.
As we mark this anniversary and look to the future, we appreciate your
support for our efforts to serve the region and the nation into the 21st
Century.
Craven Crowell, TVA Chairman
400 West Summit Hill Drive
Knoxville, Tenn. 37902-1499

Owner irritated by transit policy
Dear Editor:
I thought that the transit authority was in this city to serve the peopleespecially the elderly.
Did you know that a person must make an appointment a day in
advance to go to the grocery or doctor's office? How does one know if
you are going to be sick tomorrow?
I own a business and pay taxes to the city,and yet,last week the transit
authority refused to pick up one of my customers at her home in town and
bring her to my beauty shop because she didn't call the day before. All the
business men and women in this town should find out how many
customers they possibly are not getting because the bus refuses to bring
them unless they schedule a day in advance.
I think the transit authority should rethink the rule! Who knows what
tomorrow may bring?
I wonder how much business is lost everyday? I think if my customers
are willing to pay for the bus to come to their house, take them
somewhere, and then pick them up and take them home for a fee, I feel
the bus should not refuse them because they do not call a day before for
their service.
Jody Gardner
Southside Shopping Center, Murray, KY 42071,

EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 8 — The State, Columbia, S.C., on teen pregnancies:
Teen pregnancies encourage school dropouts and often create a
lifetime of poverty and welfare dependency. Pregnancy prevention
programs have assumed this was because young girls and boys
were having sex. Now, studies show that far more often teen-age
girls are impregnated by grown men.
Last summer, the Alan Guttmacher Institute did a national study
that showed two-thirds of the time the fathers of babies born to
teen-age mothers were over 19.
Now, a California research group, with even better statistical
information, confirms that finding. Even more shocking: the younger the teen mother, the more likely that the father is an adult,
often over 25.
"Most people always assumed a couple of teens fooling around,
just idiotic 16-year-olds" were to blame for teen pregnancies, said
UC-Irvine researcher Mike Males. "But these are adult men, not in
school, not part of programs and countermeasures that groups have
set up to fight teen pregnancy."
What now? Researchers and sociologists recommend developing
new pregnancy prevention programs that target young male adults
in the military, job-training programs and colleges. Another key
component of prevention is to aggressively enforce statutory rape
laws when young girls - become pregnant by much older men. This
isn't just an issue of reducing out-of-wedlock births, it's also an
issue of protecting our daughters when they are young and
vulnerable.

f;

•

May 5 — Star Tribune, Minneapolis, on parents' responsibility in education:
Sooner or later, every parent gets word of a school program that
raises the eyebrows and possibly the blood pressure. Maybe it's the
presentation on drug use or the pamphlets on AIDS transmission.
Most parents respond by sitting the youngsters down for a talk
about what they learned and what they think about it.
A very few start agitating for laws to keep such instruction from
happening in the first place.
This sort of overreaction is the fuel for campaigns in Congress
and a number of state legislatures to give parents a right-to direct --the education of their children, and new powers to challenge
schools over programs they don't like. It's an approach we find
unworkable, unnecessary and unwise.
The idea that American schools are supplanting parents as arbiters and instructors of moral values is a convenient but unfounded
justification for interfering with the work of professional educators.
The only way parents can really lose their authority over the raising
of their children is to abdicate it, by inattention or abuse.
The sad reality, documented in statistics on teen-age sexual
activity, pregnancy, violence and drug abuse, is that too many
children are growing up without adequate information and guidance
about the critical passages of adolescence.
If their parents do not give them this help, and the schools cannot, who will?

The things we carry
Ask people what they remember
from their high school graduation
and you can bet that most of them
will reminisce more about the parties afterward than the ceremony
itself. I,for example,recall only two
things about the formatlities. Make
that three.
First, is that I hated my dress, a
two piece floral silk number that my
mother used to wear. Second,it was
hotter than a bagful of cats in the
high school auditorium that steamy
June night and my hair frizzed. And
third, I fell asleep about three a.m.
and slept through the rest of the all
night party and breakfast hosted by
graduates' parents at the local
YMCA.
Now that I am writing this down,
other memories come back. How
the opening strains of the processional tune, "Pomp and Circumstance," suddenly sounded scary
and grown-up as we waited for the
cue to begin our measured walk
down the aisle. And afterwards, my
best friend, Kathy O'Connell, crying and hugging everyone when we
turned in our caps and gowns, as if
we were all going off to college that
very night and would never see each
other again.
Even when I read the program
from my graduation, my memory is
not jogged, though now I fill in the
gaps with other thoughts. For in;
stance, I have no idea what class
president, Peter Schultz, said in his
address of welcome, but I realize
that it would be just a few years later
that his brother, Charlie, would die

MAIN STREET

Constance Alexander
Ledger & limes columnist
in Vietnam. In a crazy act of rage
and vengeance that must have
brought terrible grief to his parents,
Peter quit college and signed up
himself. He survived the experience, but he still suffers from the
loss. The best way he can explain it
all to his own children is to play
them the video of the movie,"Stand
By Me," and to show them the
family picture, when thefe were
three Schultz boys, instead of just
two.
There is mention of a Class Gift
in the graduation program, and
though I have no idea what we
rendered, the record shows that it
was accepted by a Mr. Herbert E.
Behrens, vice presidentof the Board
of Education. We did not know the
true functions of that board, except
that if your father ormother was on
it, you were likely to enjoy special
privileges if the principal wanted his
contract renewed.
Our valedictorian and salutatorian both made speeches that night.
They must have talked about the
past and the future, the challenges
that lay ahead, the pride we could
take in our accomplishments. The

salutatorian became a minister and
has never been back for class reunions since. The valedictorian, who'd
moved to our town only the year
before, went on to college, graduate
school and a doctoral program in
some highly specialized scientific
field. She married her high school
sweetheart, had two children, and
was widowed before they celebrated their 10th anniversary.
The Marcia Kulman Memorial
Award was given for the first time
the night of our graduation, in honor
of our popular and vivacious classmate who'd died the year before of
leukemia. It may be maudlin, but I
think back on all that and realize--in
the midst of the hope and promise
graduation symbolizes—losses and
regrets are also part of the landscape.
Besides Marcia, we lost two other
girls in our class, not to death but
pregnancy. In those days, maternity
meant expulsion from school for the
girl, not the boy. One of our
classmates had been forced out
Junior year, so by the time we
graduated her little girl was beginning to talk and walk. The other's

transgression, however, had been
discovered only a week before
graduation, and even though she
barely showed a bump, she was
banned from the ceremony. They
mailed her diploma home,and gave
the award she earned for being the
outstanding business student to
another less deserving--and less
fertile--young woman.
Several parents had divorced our
junior and senior years, and the
children of those broken marriages
must have had to struggle with the
pain of watching mother and father
seated separately for the first of
many formal occasions to follow.
Besides that, Anita DiPasquale's
mother had died earlier that year, as
had my boyfriend's mother. For
them, graduation meant longing for
just one instant, one moment when
their mother could straighten the
tassle of their mortarboard, or tell
them to stand up straight while they
took still another picture for the
family album. Just one more chance
to say, "Oh, Mom" in the mockimpatient tone that kids use when
they are trying to pretend they are
too grown up to revel in such
attention.
A long time ago, I read that the
era of our lives most vividly recalled
is the high school years. Decades
after, most of us can name scores of
our classmates and recount specific
details. Few can quote the speeches
that were given at graduation, but
most of us remember the people,the
friendships, the things that made us
laugh and cry.
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EDITORIAL ROUNDUP
May 7 — North County Times, Escondido, Calif., on peddling
porn at the PX:
A rider on next year's defense spending bill has some civil libertarians up in arms. The right of our armed services members to
keep and bear dirty magazines is seemingly under fire, and there
are those who see in this a direct assault on the First Amendment.
But as Rep. John McHugh, R-N.Y., a supporter of the bill
amendment that would ban the sale of patently pornographic items
on military bases, said, "Just because you have a right to read it
does not mean I have an obligation to sell it to you."
The fact is the base exchanges belong to the taxpayers, and taxpayers have a right to some say in what is sold in the base
exchanges.
We see no First Amendment issues in this move. No one's right
to own or read pornography has been abridged — the government
has simply decided to get out of the business of selling it. It is an
entirely reasonable and legal move, one that in no way threatens
free expression. Service members are perfectly free to go off base
and buy said magazines — and to bring them back to their living
quarters, on or off base. Which is as it should be.
Congress should go ahead and approve this amendment to the
defense bill, and President Clinton should sign it.

The State Journal, Frankfort
We're coming to the conclusion this is going to be more than the
run-of-the-mill presidential 'election year in Kentucky.
Vice President Al Gore is dropping by Frankfort High School
May 23. Last week, Republican presidential nominee Bob Dole
spoke at the state GOP convention in Louisville. And so far this
year, President Bill Clinton has talked about crime with people in
Louisville, First Lady Hillary Rodham Clinton has sold her book in
Lexington and Louisville and Attorney General Janet Reno spoke
to a joint session of the General Assembly and announced a special
grant to Kentucky.
Are we popular or not?
All for a handful of electoral votes. ...
Gov. Paul Patton's election got a lot of attention in national
Democratic party circles, including the White House. ...
Now polls are showing Clinton leading Dole in this conservative
tobacco state where conventional wisdom 18 months ago was that
Clinton couldn't and shouldn't show his face anywhere near
Kentucky.
Today, there's practically a commuter service back and forth
between D.C. and Kentucky.
Good.

Rebuilding Humpty Dumpty
By JEANNINE AVERSA
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
idea behind the breakup of the
colossal Bell System was to create competition. Twelve years
later, with two proposals to
merge four of the seven Bell
phone companies, some wonder:
Is Humpty Dumpty being put
together again?
It's an issue squarely before
the Justice Department as it
reviews the proposed joining of
the Pacific Telesis and Southwestern Bell systems, and of Bell
Atlantic and Nynex.
They are the first mergers of
their kind among the Baby Bells
since divestiture, and among the
biggest takeovers in the country's
history. And watching very closely are a host of businesses waiting to see what the Justice
Department will do.
The aggressiveness of antitrust
enforcers has always ebbed and
flowed depending upon who is in
the White House.
The Clinton administration has
generally taken a harder line on
antitrust matters than Presidents
Reagan and Bush.
But some say the Clinton
administration is still not tough
enough. "Antitrust is very much
in an eclipse," said Lee Preston,
a University of Maryland professor of business and public policy.
In the cases of the Bells, few
attorneys familiar with the issues
— both those who think the mergers would be anti-competitive,
and those who favor them —
believe the Justice Department
will actually block the

ANALYSIS
transactions.
Some experts do think minor
modifications could be made.
The issues around the Bell
mergers are tied up in the changing nature of the telecommunications business and its exploding
technology.
Opponents say the mergers
would make it harder for new
competitors to provide local
phone service in these companies' markets, and also could set
a dangerous precedent, leading to
even more Bell mergers.
That, they argue, could be the
first step toward unraveling a
competitive structure that has
served the country well — and
could lead to higher or steady
prices, rather than falling ones.
Since the breakup of the Bell
system, the industry has become
increasingly dynamic, the merger
opponents note.
"There -is lots of signs of-corn-

petition. To take the danger of
losing that, going down from
seven to three or two companies
would be a terrible thing," Preston said. "And yet it may be
true that case by case, it would be
hard to prohibit the mergers."
Even if regulators feared the
mergers would lead to less competition down the road, it is
extremely rare for regulators to
block a particular merger because
it might create a trend. The legal
case is hard to make.
And supporters counter that the
firms need the mergers to take on
all the competition about to be
unleashed by a new law that frees
local, long-distance and cable
companies to enter each other's
businesses. They foresee lower
prices.
"I .don't see why the merger
would make it any more difficult
for a new competitor to come in.
I've- always taken the view that

Just drop us a line ...
Readers and residents are welcome and encouraged to express their
opinions on our "Forum" page by writing letters to the editor. We print
letters on a variety of topics, provided they comply with the following
guidelines: all letters must be mimed by the writer, with the writer's
address and telephone number included in case verification if necessary (telephone numbers will not be published). Letters should be typewritten and should be on topics of general interest. Letters must not be
more than 500 words. The Murray Ledger & Times reserves the right
to edit, condense or reject any letter and to limit frequent writers.
Letters should be addressed to: Letter to the Editor, Murray Ledger
& Times, P.O. Box 1040, Murray. KY 42071.

absolute size is absolutely
irrelevant," said James Rill, an
antitrust attorney who headed the
Justice Department's Antitrust
Division under President Bush.
Regulators will closely examine whether the mergers would
create entities so powerful they
would discourage new competitors in the local phone business
and hurt existing ones.
On the other hand, regulators
will look at whether the mergers
could create greater efficiencies
to speed delivery of new services
to local customers, lower prices
and create greater competition
overall.
"There are a lot of scale economies in the products that these
firms produce. It might be cheaper and more efficient for them to
provide long-distance jointly than
if they are required to make contracts with one another, or other
people," said Steven Salop, a
Georgetown University economics and law professor.
In the case of Bell AtlanticNynex, the two companies' local
phone territories are adjacent,
and, if combined, would run from
Maine to Virginia.
Salop says regulators will be
looking at whether these companies could have been potential
competitors, as some consumer
groups had hoped.
"Since they are so close, each
one could have been the others'
worst nightmare," he said.
Jeannine Averst covers the
telecommunications industry
for The Associated Press from
Washington.
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Musical will be presented at Poplar Spring

MHS survey will be mailed
A survey will be mailed to parents of Murray High School students in Grades 9 to 11. Parents are asked to please take time to
complete this survey and return it to Murray High at your convenience. MHS would appreciate a response by June 1.

Shelter needs air conditioner
The Animal Shelter is in need of a 110 or 220 air conditioner for
the summer months. Anyone having a used one they would donate,
please bring it to the shelter at 105 E. Sycamore St., Murray, or call
759-4141.

K-Mart reunion to be June 9

-This Little Light of Mine"
will be the musical to be presented at Poplar ,Spring Baptist
Church on Wednesday, May 22,
at 7 p.m. by the Emmanuel Baptist Academy Choir and Westside
Baptist Church Music Makers.
The choirs are directed by Linda Wright and are joined in the
final number by SonLight, the
college/career choir of Westside,
directed by Ron and Linda
Wright.
The musical drama features a
young boy, Matthew, who is
afraid of the dark. He is visited
one night by a colorful group of
fireflies who help him conquer
his fear.
The presentation includes costumes, choreography including a

number performed with flashlights, and an American Sign
Language interpretation of the
contemporary hymn, "Shine,
Jesus, Shine."
This will be the group's final
scheduled performances. They
have performed the musical for
congregations at New Zion Baptist Church at Benton, Fern Terrace Lodge and Westside Baptisit
Church.
The cast includes Tucker
Adams, Andrea Beane, James
Cavitt, Keyshia Chadwick, Kayla
Crosser, Amanda Downs, Kristin
Downs, Sarah Denham, Samantha
Edwards, Steven Elkins, Alex
Gustafson, Nathan Homer, Elijah
Kingins, Aela Korte, Emily Lasater, Seth McKinney, Kody Pas-

Information letters have been mailed concerning the reunion for
former K-Mart 9516 employees and their families to be Sunday.
June 9. Any person who failed to get the information from the mailing list, please call #113 at 1-502-527-8388 or #1002 at 759-9637
and a letter be sent to you with the reunion information.

LifeHouse needs baby items
LifeHouse Care Center for Women needs the following items for
its baby supplies closet: mobile for infant's crib, play pens, preemie
clothes, strollers, diaper ointment, bassinets and baby beds. If you
are able to donate any of these items please call LifeHouse at
753-0700. LifeHouse is a crisis pregnancy center that offers emotional support and practical help to women experiencing unplanned
pregnancy. All servives are free and confidential.

Special speaker at Lake-Land
The Rev. Joel Aldrich, pastor of Living Word Pentecostal Church,
Paducah, will speak at Lake-Land Apostolic Church Thursday, May
23, at 7 p.m. The church is located at 1653 North 16th St. Ext.,
Murray, with James H. Cain as pastor. For information call
759-2602.

Blood River Church plans events

Pictured are members of the Emmanuel Baptist Academy Choir and
Westslde Baptist Church Music Makers performing for the musical to be
presented Wednesday at 7 p.m. at Poplar Spring Baptist Church.

HOROSCOPES
WEDNESDAY,MAY 22,1996
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horosLopc. based on our ow ii
date of birth, call 1-900-48-7788. Your phone company will bill you 994
cents a minute.)

ARIES (March 21 -April 191: the was of your being promoted.
Blood River Baptist Church, located on Highway 444, five miles
Postpone issuing a decision until cer- Claim credit openly for your innovafrom New Concord, will have a breakfast in the church fellowship
tain that you have all the facts. Stop tive ideas. Customers may demand
hall on Saturday, May 25, and Monday, May 27, from 6 to 10 a.m.
others from spending your money refunds. Do what you think is best
for fishermen, vacationers, neighbors, etc. Donations are required. A
while reassuring loved ones of your for all concerned.
Church Bazaar will be held both days from 6 a.m. to 4 p.m. with
SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
support.
clothes, junk, crafts, knickknacks, cookbooks, etc. Donations will be
TAURUS (April .2()-May 20): An Other people notice the influence you
have with someone in authority. A
; attitude of give-and-take will work
accepted.
miracles with your co-workers. A former opponent could become a key
new love is waiting for you to make ally. Check the results of a recent
Compassionate Friends will meet
the first move. Teens should know budget revision.
Compassionate Friends' Support Group will meet Thursday, May
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec.
that they are responsible for their
23, at 7:30 p.m. in the hospital board room of Murray-Calloway
21): Be sympathetic with an emplay_
own actions.
County Hospital. This group is comprised of those who have lost an
GEMINI (May 2I -June 20): er who is having difficulty paving the
infant, child, or young adult through accident, illness, sudden infant
Involve your family in solving.a bills. You will remain employed if
business problem. A budget revision you are discreet and productive. Regdeath syndrome (SIDS), stillbirths or miscarriages. For more inforwill require their cooperation. A so- ular exercise will -keep your energy
mation call Director of Pastoral Care Mike Rumble at 762-1274 or
coincidence may have been level high.
called
Coordinator of Compassionate Friends Hilda Bennett at 498-8324.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan. 19):
carefully planned.
Your
expertise wins you praise from
-July
(June
22):
CANCER
21
ACOA meeting on Thursday
Suddenly you feel much better about VIPs. You are on your was to the
Adult Children of Alcoholics and/or dysfunctional families
your finances. Do not cast caution to top! Strengthen your position by polthe wind. Freelance artists and writ- ishing your skills. A course in com(ACOA) will meet Thursday, May 23, from 6:30 to 7:30 p.m. at Calers must set aside money for a rainy puters is just one option.
loway County Health Department, 701 Olive St., Murray. For more
AQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
day.
information call Carolyn at 753-6026 or Nancy at 753-7405.
LEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Humor- Family pressure will convince you to
less colleagues may take your words think before acting. Keep your eyes
NARFE Chapter to meet Friday
literally. Be careful to say exactly open for a golden financial opportuwhat you mean. Financial gains nity. A confrontation can be avoided
Stuart Poston, administrator of Murray-Calloway County Hospital,
come through a part-time business if you act through an intermediary.
will discuss the hospital health care at the regular meeting of
PISCES (Feb. 19-March 20):
venture.
National Association of Retired Federal Employees on Friday, May
Your
feelings are genuine and should
22):
New
VIRGO
(Aug.
23-Sept.
24, at 11:30 a.m. at Eva's Country Kitchen, Highway 121 North,
not be ignored. However, be selecassociates
may
try
to
throw
their
Coldwater Road. President Glen Sims urges all members and pros• weight around. Demand to see cre- tive when sharing your concerns.
pective members to attend.
dentials or proof when others make Forget about trying to placate an
overly demanding parent or romantic
outrageous claims.
PAAMI meeting on Thursday
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Do partner. Explore new career,or businot allow false modesty to stand in ness options.
Purchase Area Alliance for the Mentally Ill (PAAMI) will meet
Thursday, May 23, at 7 p.m. in the Oval Room, Lourdes Hospital
TODAY'S CHILDREN: Bright, witty and restless, these Geminis are
ground floor, Paducah. Guest speaker will be Dr. David Meyer,
sometimes in too much of a hurry to make decisions. Wise parents will urge
Board Certified Psychiatrist, who will speak about new medications
these,impatient youngsters to exercise caution and tact when dealing with othwhich treat mental illness such as depression. PAAMI is a support/
ers.
advocacy group for persons with a neuro-biological disorder and
their families and friends. For information or transportation call
Phyllis Dale Gibbs at 435-4138.

Republican Women will meet

chall, Luke Pritchett, Erin
Richerson, Caitlin Stephens,
Michael Sicbold, Courtney Stephens, Jason Thompson, Whitney
Watkins and Chris Williams.

garten through eighth grade, is
affiliated with the Blood River
Baptist Association. Westside
Baptist Church, located on
Robertson Road South, is pastored by the Rev. Glynn Orr.
For more information call
753-6487, 753-3298 or 753-0156.

Emmanuel Baptist Academy, a
Christian School offering kinder-

CALENDAR
Tuesday, May 21
Calloway County Schools Family
Resource Center Advisory Council/4
p.m./East Elementary.
North Elementary School Site-based
Decision Making Council/4 p.m.
Quilt Lovers of Murray/6
p m /Calloway County Public Library
Kirksey Lodge #170 Woodmen of the
World/6:30 p.m./Pagliai's.
Singles Organizational Society
(505)/7 p.m./Chamber of Commerce
Info/753-9395, 489-2046, or 767-0342.
Calloway County Public Library
-Sleepy time Stories for Ages 3-5 with
adults/6:30 p.m.
Murray TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church.
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Columbus
building
Murray Optimist Club/6:30 p.m./Eva's
Country Kitchen.
Alcoholics Anonymous/closed discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Breastfeeding Support' Group/7-8
p
Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
Info/753-3381 or 762-1425.
First Presbyterian Church International Dance/7 p.m.
Wednesday, May 22
Alcoholics Anonymous closed
meeting/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/753-8136 or 435:4314.
Budget Committee of Calloway
County High School SBDM Council/3
pm /Room 114.
Murray Country Club ladies' golf/9:30
a m . bridge/10 a.m.
Oaks Country Club ladies' bridge and
golf/9:30 a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
.Hour/10;30 a.m.
Hazel Center/open 10 a.m.-2 p.m /for
senior citizens' activities.
Weeks Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./for
senior citizens' activities. Pinochle
Club/1 p.m.

Wednesday, May 22
Senior Citizens' Golf LeagueS 30
a m /Miller Memorial Golf Course
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Administrative
Board/7 p m
First Presbyterian Church Communicant's Class,6 p m., Choir/6:30 p.m.
University Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p m
Glendale Road Church Of Christ Bible
Classes/7 pm
West Fork Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Coldwater Church of Christ Bible
Study/7 p m
Westside Baptist Church service/7
p.m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m
Grace Baptist Church Bible Stud es/7
p.m
Memorial Baptist Church group
meetings and prayer service/7 p.m.
Reading Room open/12 noon-3
p.m./Christian Science Church.
Elm Grove Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 pm
New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church prayer service/7 p.m.
Coldwater Baptist Church prayer
service/7 p m
New Life Christian Center/prayer and
praise/7 p.m.
'First United Methodist Church
Covenant Prayer/9 30 a.m.; Bible
Study/10 a m.. Chancel Choir/7:30
p.m.
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10 a.m.; Step Aerobics/1 p.m.;
Youth Prime Time to Paris Landing/4
p.m.; Library open/6:15 p.m.; Prayer
and Bible Study/6:35 p.m.; Sanctuary
Choir and Intercessory Prayer/7:45
p.m.
First Christian Church YAAC/7
Choir/730 p.m.
Emmanuel ,Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.p.'
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m.

Drive insured and be assured
of protection when you need it.
Call me today about your

auto insurance.

Ashley Ross

Ross Insurance Agency
753-0489 • 600 Main St.

Pre-Summer
Sale

Calloway County Republican Women will meet Thursday, May
23, at 7 p.m. at Curris Center, Murray State University. All interested women are invited. For more information call Helen Suit,
759-1764.

Room Air Conditioner
• 17,500 BTU
• Quiet Operation
• 27Speed Cooling
• Copper Coils
Model #18FT42

.:1;7r4i ,i4-7.9;-7,1(11/11.3
Chestnut Hills • Murray • 759-1400

kitchen & home
Mon.-Fri. 10 a.m.-5 p.m., Sat. 10 a.m.-4 p.m.
408 S. 12th St. in Murray • 753-0545
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90 DAYS SAME AS CASH
CASH & CARRY
Court Square - Murray

• -••••

753-1713
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Sports
Plate support
keys Murray's
win vs. Heath
Tigers open regional
by topping Heath 4-0
By MARK YOUNG
Staff Writer

MARK YOUNGledger & Times photo

Murray shortstop Preston Weatherly tags out a Heath baserunnor at second base in Monday's regional tournament game at Brooks Stadium. Weatherly scored twice, including a home run, as Murray won 4-0 to advance to Wednesday's semifinals against St. Mary at 4 p.m.

NBA PLAYOFFS

PADUCAH — If the regional
tournament was to be anything
like the regular season, Ethan
Crum knew he wouldn't have
many runs to work with.
While the ace of the Murray
High pitching staff routinely kept
the opposition in check outing
after outing, the team usually
struggled to score many runs
while Crum was on the mound,
usually resulting in a tight game.
Knowing that Monday's regional opener against Heath was a
win-or-go-home situation, Crum
took matters into his own hands.
Crum gave Murray — and
himself — a 1-0 lead in the first
inning and kept Heath grounded
until the Tiger offense came alive
for a 4-0 victory at Brooks
Stadium.
"We haven't been scoring too
many runs lately, so when we got
the first one it made me feel better," said Crum, who allowed
only two hits and struck out 11 in
six innings of work to improve to
• See Page 7
6-2.

First Region Softball

SCHEDULE
TODAY

With the victory, Murray
(13-8) moves into the regional
semifinals. The Tigers will battle
St. Mary (10-15), which defeated
Hickman County 8-4 Monday,
Wednesday at 4. The championship game is Thursday at 7.
Crum provided all the scoring
Murray would need in the first
inning without the benefit of a
hit. Drawing a leadoff walk,
Crum took second on a sacrifice
bunt by Jason West, went to third
on a fielder's choice and scored
on a wild pitch.
"The first run was big for us
because we haven't had a lot of
big innings this year, especially
when Ethan has pitched," Murray
coach Cary Miller said. "We have
several players hitting a good
average but we haven't bunched
our hits together very often."
Improvements to Brooks Stadium plagued Crum early on. The
game was delayed an hour with
workers installing lights. That
work forced the elimination of a
pitching mound behind each dugout, leaving Crum to warm up on
a flat surface.
Crum walked two is the first
inning and saw another Heath

Sonics take 2-0 lead over Jazz

BASEBALL
• Regional tournament
Brooks Stadium, Paducah
Calloway vs Carlisle — 7
WEDNESDAY
BASEBALL
IN Regional semifinals
Brooks Stadium, Paducah
Murray vs St. Mary — 4
Today's winners — 7
THURSDAY
BASEBALL
• Regional championship
Brooks Stadium, Paducah
Semifinal winners — 7

By JIM COUR
AP Sports Writer
SEATTLE (AP) — A maturing
Shawn Kemp was able to put the
game's first 46 minutes and 49
seconds — and five fouls — out
of his mind.
In the final 71 seconds, Kemp
had two baskets and a key steal
to give the Seattle SuperSonics a
91-87 victory over Utah on Monday night for a 2-0 lead in the
Western Conference finals.
"We had to figure out a way
eventually," Kemp said. "I was
patient and it worked out fine."
After having only seven points
and three rebounds while picking
up five fouls in the first three

quarters, Kemp was the Sonics' foul problems.
hero in the fourth quarter, when
"You sit over there on the
he scored eight of 15 points.
sideline and you're frustrated,"
He got two baskets over Karl
Kemp said. "But you have to
Malone and stole John Stockton's
push your frustration to the side
pass in the last 1:11 as the Sonics and say, 'Hey, when I get back
overcame a 32-point performance out there, I'm going to do someby Malone for their eighth
thing.' I had to make a difference
straight playoff victory.
out there."
Games 3 and 4 will Friday
He did.
night and Sunday in Salt Lake
When Kemp came back into
City, where the Jazz are 6-0 in
the game with 10:50 to go, the
the playoffs.
Sonics trailed 73-67 and appeared
Kemp sat on the bench for all on the way of losing their homebut 27 seconds of the third quar- court advantage in the best-of-7
ter and watched Malone score 18 series.
points in the period for a 73-65
With 9:13 left, Malone lost the
Utah lead. All he could do was
grit his teeth and think about his • See Page 7

STEVE PARKER/Ledger & Times photo

Murray High pitcher Undsay Horner throws to third base for an
attempted force out in Monday's regional loss against Fulton City.

By MIKE NADEL
Sports Writer

AP

NORTHBROOK, Ill. (AP) —
Numbers have dominated
Michael Jordan's career.
There are the eight NBA
sceiring titles, the three league
championships with the Chicago Bulls, the thousands of
points, rebounds, assists and
steals. And now there are the
four Most Valuable Player
trophies.
Those numbers, however, are
small potatoes compared to the
S36 million he expects on his
paychecks over the next two
seasons.
"You grow up and see it as a
game, something you'd play
-Tor freej at the YMCA or- Boys
Club," Jordan said. "But now
we've learned this is a business,
with a lot of money to be
made."
Jordan made that comment
upon receiving his fourth MVP
award Monday, a day after
demanding at least $36 million
to play through the 1997-98
season for the Bulls.
Is he worth it?

"I don't know what worth is
in this game," Bulls coach Phil
Jackson said. "But I do know
this: If anybody gets paid
money in this league, Michael
Jordan deserves it. And with the
kind of salaries I've heard bandied about ... Michael Jordan is
the best player, and has been
for the last eight, 10 years."
Shasuille O'Neal, Alonzo
Mourning and Juwan Howard
— good young players but
hardly athletes of Jordan's stature — have talked about getting upward of $20 million per
season beginning next year.
None of them ever led a team
to the best regular-season
record_ in NBA history, as Jordan did this season. And none
is within seven victories of a
fourth NBA title in the 1990s.
Jordan was runaway winner
of the MVP award. He received
109 of 113 first-place votes —
96.5 percent, the highest percentage since the media began
selecting the winner in 1980-81.
Jordan had 1,114 points, almost
double the 574 of San Anto-

Murray eliminated
by 16-6 Fulton win

File Photo

Chicago star Michael Jordan is looking for a boost in his Chicago
contract after winning league MVP honors for the fourth time in his
career.
nio's_David Robinson. Orlando's Anfernee Hardaway finished third with 360 points.
But both Robinson anii Hardaway make more money than
Jordan (just under $4 million),
as do dozens of other NBA
lesser lights.
So Jordan told thc Chicago
Tribune on Sunday he wants at
least $18 million for each of the
next two seasons, and "that's

the absolute bottom figure."
He went on to say: "If they
mess around with me here,
which I don't think they will,
I'll ... play on another team for
$10 million less if I have to,
just on principle. They've made
a lot of money here, and it's
time to give a little back."
Jordan, also MVP in
1987-88, 1990-91 and 1991-92,
▪ See Page 7

Despite the Lady Tigers' firstround exit, it took a powerful hitting performance by Fulton City
to end Murray's season, which
ended with just their second-ever
trip to the regional tournament.
Fulton (12-2) pounded out 20
hits over five innings, scoring
seven in the bottom of the fifth to
end the game on the 10-run rule.
But rather than take advantage
of Lady Tiger errors and numerous walks, Fulton had to earn
their way to the second round.
"We wanted to let them put it
in play anti just hope we got our
gloves on it," said Carr. "They
were able to hit the ball in the
gaps today."
Murray 43-111 -hung tough for
all but one inning Monday, rallying from six runs down in the
first two innings to pull within
6-5 going into the bottom of the
fourth.
Robin Ragsdale's RBI single in
the second, plus an unearned run
pulled Murray within 6-2 in the
tog of the third.
After holding Fulton scoreless
in the bottom of the third, Murray

By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
MAYFIELD — For most of
Monday's game, Murray High
softball coach David Carr kept
asking his team to "make
history."
Instead, they kept making
impressions.
Playing a sport in which
they're years behind the established regional fast-pitch teams
— Reidland, Lone Oak, Marshall
— Murray High's Lady Tigers
made a mark by advancing to this
week's First Region Tournament
at Mayfield High School.
"I'm very pleased with the
improvement these girls made
during the season," Carr said
after the Lady Tigers were eliminated 16-6 in five innings by Fulton City. "I had officials and
coaches who saw us play coming
up to me and•complimenting us
on our improvement.
"We can walk away with our
heads up."
• See Page 7
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•Tigers...

__Sports

FROM PAGE 6

BRIEFS

batter reach when the Tiger outfield lost a pop-up in the sun, but
catcher Jason West threw out a
runner stealing second, Murray
secured another outfield fly and
Crum recorded a strikeout to
avert disaster.
"I had to pitch off a flat mound
to warm up, and then when I
went to the mound in the first
inning it was hard to get my control right," Crum said. "It was
hard to get my stuff down, especially the breaking stuff, but after
that I felt pretty good."
Murray finally found some
offense in the fourth inning. Pre-

MURRAY HEAT

5

The Murray Heat baseball learn came from behind to defeat the St. Louis
Redbirds 5-4 in extra innings to capture the Hawaiian Tropic Classic hold in
Murray this past weekend Twelve teams from Kentucky. Tennessee and Missouri participatd in the tournament
Tripp Gibson had the winning hit in the championship after pitcher Matt
Keel had held off a bases-loaded two-out Redbird rally in the final inning of
regulation Ryan Seay also went 3-for-3 at the plate
The Heat advanced to the championship game by also coming from behind
to beat the Paducah Storm 14-year-olds 5-4 Shawn Yarbrough doubled in
the tying and winning runs with two outs in the top of the final frame Kyle
Perry shut down the Storm by scattering two hits and striking out three in four
innings of relief work Murray also defeated the Paducah Storm 13-year-olds
7-0, Cape Travelers 6-1 and Jackson (Tenn ) Eagles 7-6 in the tournament In
previously unreported games, the Heat defeated the Parts Thunder 5-2 and
6-1
Murray is now 21-3 on the season and will play in the Kansas City Memorial Classic this weekend
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Pro Wash 10, CreatIv• 'Manors 0: Mario Lawrence and Mark Chamberlain combined to hold Creative Interiors hitless over six inning enroute to a
10-0 victory last Thursday Lawrence also collected three doubles while
Chamberlain recorded two doubles and a single Brian Asher and Steven Butterworth rounded out the attack with singles
Copy Plus 4, Dennison-Hunt 3: Last Friday, Copy Plus improved to 2-1
on the season with a 4-3 win over Dennison-Hunt Mitchell Smith and Austin
Smith combined for the win, striking out 12 Mitchell Smith, Zach Hampton,
Brandon Ball and Jason Linn had hits for Copy Plus, while Matt Kelleher had
TWO hits and Daniel Polichette added another for Dennison-Hunt
Copy Plus 9, Peophis Bank 1: On Saturday, Copy Plus defeated Peoples
Bank 9-1 behind a strong pitching performance from Zach Hampton Hampton
struck out 10 for a complete game victory Hampton, Jason Linn and Chris
Owen had run-scoring hits for Copy Plus Ryan Rogers added a single for
Peoples Bank
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ing up a leadoff single. By rule,
Crum must rest two days after
pitching six innings. The oneinning respite will allow him
enough rest time to pitch again
should Murray reach Thursday's
championship game.
Murray had six hits on the day
with Colson going 2-for-3 and
West slapping a triple in addition
to Weatherly's homer. Crum
reached base three times on an
infield hit, a walk and an error.
"You've got to put the ball in
play and you can't strike out,
because when you put it in play
anything can happen and you
make the defense work," Miller
said.

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER**

•

YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

(next to Century 21)
iiiii .•44.

WAREHOUSE TIRE

753-9627
Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there.
State Farm Insurance Companies
Homo Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
AN Times CDT
East Division
W
L
GB
New You,
24 16
600
Bellmore
24
111
571
Toronto
20 23
4116 5,4
17 24
Boston
415
Detroit
12 33
267 144
Centel DP/Wee
W
L Pet. GB
Cleveland
28 13
663
Chicago
IN
571
44
24
512 7
lAleaukes
21
20
lAnnesota
18 24
429 104
Kansas City
19 26
422 11
West Division
W
I. Pct. GB
Texas
27 16
628 —
Steele
22 20
524 CA
°Wend
20 22
476 IPA
Cretonne
20 23
465 7
Meridey's Games
BOMA 16, Osiiend 4
halisaAtee 3, Minnesota 2
Kansas City 5, Toronto 4
Baltimore 13, California 1
Only gams scheduled
Tuesday', Game
Seattle )Bosio 3-21 at Boston llAoyer 4-1), 11-66
m
Kansas City (LiMon 0-1) at Detroit Wiliam. 0-2).
1105 pm
Marrarkari (McCionsid 4-1) at Cleveland (Martin.: 6-2). 605 pm
Oskiand (Reyes 343) at Neer York (Gooden 2-3),
6:35 pm
Calomel (Boekle 4-1) at Baltimore (Knvde 1-0),
6:35 pm
Toronto (04uaMr111 2-5) at Chicago (Tapani 3-3),
705 pm
Texas (Hill 5-3) at Minnesota (Rae. 4-5) 705
p.m.
Wednesday's Genies
Ten/ at Minnesota. 12.15 p.m.
Kansas City at Detroit. 1215 pm
Toronto at Chicago. 1 05 pm.
Milwaukee at Chereland. 605 pm
Swale at Boston, 606 pm
Oakland at New Yak 635 pm
CaMores at Bellmore, 615 pm

Dennison-Hunt 11, Rotary 1: Dennison-Hunt's record improved to 5-3
with an 11-1 victory over Rotary. Aaron Cowan and Cliff Darnell combined to
strike out 11 and pitch a one-hitter They also led the hitting for DenatsonHunt with Darnell smacking a home run and single, and Cowan crushing a
triple. Brad Hendncks also had two key singles. Others hitting singles were:
Adam Scott, Andrew McClure, William Vince and Wesley Coursey For Rotary, Derek McCuistion had the lone hit, a leadoff single on the first pitch of the
game

KENTUCKY LEAGUE
Murray Supply 11, CDM Conitruction 5: Murray Supply got an insidethe-park home run from Zachery Baker to lead the way in an 11-5 win over
CDM Construction last Monday. Trey Mason had a single, Taylor Houston
had two singles, Chase Futrell had a tnple and C.J. Ray had a triple. For
CDM, Taylor Thieke had an inside-the-park home run and Janzen Litchfield
singled.
Murray Supply 6, Mr. Gattl's 5: Last Saturday, Murray Supply beat Mr.
Gath's 6-5. For Murray Supply, Zachery Baker homered, while Chase Futrell
and Taylor Houston each singled. For Mr Gatti's, Brad Warner tripled and
doubled and Cody Gibbs singled

anyone today and that's all that
we ask."
Carr is hopeful an improved
summer league program will help
his team compete in the coming
seasons with the teams from
McCracken County that have
been playing fast-pitch softball
for years.
"Our summer league is going
to a fast-pitch machine,"
explained Carr. "Right now we
have to hit against pitchers (in
games) that we can't duplicate in
practice. Me and my assistant
(Brian Morgan) can't match the
speed that these girls face in
games."
Carr is losing three seniors —
Blalock, Amberly Vance and Erica Johnson — which he said were
an integral part of this year's
improvement.
"They stepped up and provided
valuable leadership. I think they
went out feeling good about
themselves and what they
accomplished."

400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111

* * **** ****** * **

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W
L Pc!, GB
Atlanta
29 15
650 —
Montreal
211
17
622 1,4
Florida
23 23
500 7
Pletract•lphia
21
21
500 7
18 25
New York
419 10.4
Centel Division
W
L Pct. GB
Houston
478 —
22 24
Chicago
20 25
444 14
Cincrnnat
16 23
410 2.4
Pitluture
18 26
409 3
St lcurs
18 26
409 3
Weil Division
W
L Pct. GB
San Diego
27
17
614 —
San Franasco
23 20
535 3'n
Los A ngsies
23 23
500 5
Colorado
20 21
488 54
Monday's Genies
Atlanta 18. Chicago 1
Flonda 5, Cincinnati 3
St. Loos 5, kousion
cciersoo 10 Prttsaurgh 7
New Yon 7. Los Angeles 1
San Frandsco 9. Montresi 6
Only games scheduled
Tuesday's Games
!Montreal (Fuser° 3-4) at San Franasco (Lena
2-4) 235 pm
Flonda (Weathers 0-0) at Cinonnak (Sated
1-0) 635 pm
Chicago (Tiaserisco 1-0) .
at Atlanta (Maddox 5-3),
6 40 p m
St Louis (Sionlemyre 3-2) at Houston (Reynoids
6-2). 705 pm
PntiOurgh (Rued/ 0-0) at Colorado (Farms/

BIG POOL CLEARANCE
Huge 19x31' O.D. Family-Sized Pool with
•
Sundeck, Fence & Filter

NOW $950100
ONLY
Complete
Professional Installation Required* Additional COSt
HOW-OWNIERS ONLY

all Now!
Call Toll-free!
Ask for Keith

i4)00,759,6058

LEARN MORE ABOUT

WOODMEN'S FREE
NEEDS ANALYSIS
FOR LIFE INSURANCE

0-0), 805 pm
New York (Harried) 3-2) at Los Angela (Valdes
4-2), 905 pm
Philadelphia (Mulholland 3-3) at San Diego
(Bergman 2-3), 905 pm
Wedneedey's Genies
Fionda at Cincinnati, 11.35 am
Chicago at Atlanta, 1210 pm
Pittsburgh at Colorado, 205 pm
•
Montreal at San Francisco. 235 p m
St Louis at Houston, 705 pm
New York at Los Angeles, 9 35 p m
PhiladeOhla at San Der, 835 p m

James D. Parker
Woodmen Bldg.

Woodmen

3rd & Maple, Murray
753-8546

of the World
Life Insurance Society
home Office: Omaha

i

•Jordan...
FROM PAGE 6
didn't want to talk about his
contract at his MVP news conference Monday.
"We're in the process of trying to win a championship. For
me to start complaining or
negotiating would be a very
selfish act," said Jordan, who
makes an estimated $40 million
annually in off-the-court
endorsements. "My attorneys
haven't talked. I haven't communicated with (Bulls owner)
Jerry Reinsdorf. It's purely
speculation."
Jordan joins Wilt Chamberlain as a four-time MVP.

Sonics...
FROM PAGE 6
ANNUAL POICINTA•1

ball, Gary Payton picked it up
and Kemp had a fastbreak slam
dunk to cut Utah's lead to 73-71.
Kemp later sank two free throws
after being fouled by Antoine
Can for a 77-76 Sonics lead.
Payton's free throw gave Seattle an 85-83 lead with 2:44 on the
clock before Malone tied the
score with a 17-footer.
Then Kemp really went to
work to make up for his lost first
three quarters.
Kemp's 4-foot jumper put
Seattle ahead 87-85 before Can's
layup tied the score. With 38.8
seconds to go, Kemp made his
biggest shot of the night, a running 5-footer.

Nothing Works like a
Husky Tiller!

CR181 Tiller

CR151 Tiller

•8 hp Briggs & Stratton
•21" till path
•Counter-rotating tines

•5 hp Briggs & Stratton

4

$999"

•17" till path

..•••••

•(ounter-rotating tines

$74912
NEAT

NOW
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Good Selection of Campers
& RV's In Stock

B 6 B Brokers
753-4389
701 S. 12th • Murray

-

AVAILABLE.

money down, and at a low 8% APR* fixed rate. In fact, your electric com-

SPECIAL

the

FINANCING

It's true. Buying a new electric heat pum_p is easier than ever. With no

$7
Refills For Grills,
Campers, etc.
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1 ---

Gas Grill
Tank
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rein Savings
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Jane Rogers Ins.
'See me for all your family insurance needs'
305 N. 12th St., Murray

•Lady Tigers...

I

passed ball and scored on a
groundout by Shane Andrus,
making it a 3-0 game.
Weatherly put a cap on the
afternoon by slapping a line drive
home run over the left field wall
for the final 4-0 edge.
"It was a 3-and-1 fastball; I
had been looking for one all day,
so I waited and worked the count
and he came with one," Weatherly said. "A line drive turned into
a home run and the wind might
have helped it, but even if it
hadn't gone out, I was going to
be standing on second anyway."
Weatherly came on in the
seventh to relieve Crum and
struck out three batters after giv-

Sponsored By:

PONY LEAGUE

FROM PAGE 6
picked up a two-RBI double from
Jeanne Maddox and an RBI
single from Robyn Myhill to pull
within 6-5.
Fulton answered in the bottom
of the fourth with a three-run
homer by Allison Smith, who finished the day 4-for-4. Murray cut
Fulton's lead to 9-6 in the top of
the fifth on a Cammie Blalock
double before Fulton exploded
for seven in the bottom of the
fifth.
"We cut it to one run and they
jumped ahead," explained the
Lady Tiger coach. "They got out
to a bigger lead and we cut the
lead again. We kept battling but
they've got a good team."
Murray picked up six hits on
the day and committed just four
errors. Lady Tiger pitcher Lindsay Horner gave up no walks on
the day.
"Lindsay Horner did what we
asked her to do," Carr said of his
lefty hurler. "She didn't walk

ston Weatherly popped up to
shallow center field to open the
inning, but Heath, following
Murray's example from earlier
on, lost the ball in the sun, allowing Weatherly to race to second.
An infield hit by Kerry Colson
brought Weatherly home.
"When you pop it up it doesn't
do you any good to be on first, so
when I saw they were going to
drop it I hustled to try to get to
second," Weatherly said. "We
sometimes get to relaxed with
Ethan on the mound, and any
runs we can give him are good."
Colson, meanwhile, took second on a sacrifice bunt by Stephen Crouch, went to third on a

SCOREBOARD

BRONCO LEAGUE
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pany can even lend you the money. And have your
low monthly payments conveniently included in
your regular monthly electric bill. Call us for details.
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We give you lots of ways to
save on home insurance.
When you protect your home with
quality Grange Insurance, you'll
enjoy special savings if yolir home
has smoke detectors, a sprinkler
system or burglar alarm. There are
discounts on coverage for valuable
David R. King
oi 'possessions, too, even a
discount if you don't have any
losses. Call or visit us soon so
INBURANCE
our partner in protection
we can tell you more.

ranne

INSURANCE CENTER OF MURRAY
753-8355

901 Sycamore, Murray

CO.
BETTER BUILT GARAGE
Owner, DWAIN WARREN

MELBER, KY. • (502) 674-5530

Completely Erected, Including Concrete Floors,
Not Pre Fab Carpenter Built All Quality Materials

CHECK THESE
FEATURES:
A 4- concrete floor
reinforced with
wire mesh
B. 12" footing
C. Polyurethane
under concrete
D. Anchor bolts
in concrete
E. Treated
bottom plates
F. 41 studs, 16 0 C
•
Blandex
G. 7
undersiding
H. Masonite, wood or vinyl siding

i
a17.....0
;eta1

I Self-supporting 2x6
trusted ratters 2 ft
0.0
J.'." plywood
decking
K. Seal down shingles
L Overhang covered
M Overhead steel
door
N Steel service door
0 2x4 fascia
aluminum covered
P. 2x10 headers
O 4x4 raised curb

We offer you: FREE Estimates, References and Location of
Garages In Your Area and Written Warranty.

Deluxe Models

1 ,i2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2''r CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2 CAR (24x30)

PLUS OFF LEVEL LOT

Deaths

Sows
US 1.2 274 154 lba.--------$41.541-4134
541.31-42.00
US 1.3 3114-4511 lb..
542.141-43.01
US 11.3 434-525 lb..
$41.34-54.50
US 1.3 515 & up
US 2.3 3411-5404
Mars 534.01-14.54

Federal State *dirket Niewe Service May 21, 1404
&Wacky hectare Arai lin Martel Report Include)2
Maytag Stetter leinelpts Act. 144 Fat 140 Barren &
Gilts 1_54 basher Sews 1.11-2.51 began
IS 1.3 2.31-244
S 1.3 215430 lbs.-----------15731-44.54
$44-511-41.54
L.S 3-4 244-234
-151.541.53.54
IS 1.2 2411-215 lb.._._

$3,525
$4,325
$4,625
$4,825
$5,425

1' 2 CAR (12x20)
2 CAR (18x20)
LARGE 2 CAR (22x22)
2'.'r CAR (24x24)
LARGE 2112 CAR (24x30)

$4.025
$4,725
$5,125
$5,225
$5,925

YOUR SATISFACTION IS OUR GOAL

Paul Burkeen

Mrs. Elizabeth Broach Paschall

Paul Burkeen, 82, Rt. I, Dexter, died Monday, May 20, 1996, at
5:30 a.m. at his home.
His wife, Mrs. Treva Mae Burke-en, died in September 1984, and
one son, L.W. Burkeen, died in July 1983. Also preceding him in
death were one grandson, Teddy Allen Burkeen, and one greatgrandson, Taylor Dowdy.
Born Dec. 5, 1913, in Calloway County, he was the son of the late
Lyman Burkeen and Nettie Griffin Burkeen.
Survivors include one son, Wayne Burkeen and wife, Marita, Fulton; two sisters, Mrs. Murl Parker and Mrs. Laura Schroader and husband, Stanford, Rt. 1, Dexter; a daughter-in-law, Mrs. Velvaleen Burkeen, Murray; seven grandchildren, Terry M. Burkeen and wife,
Debbie, Stuart, Fla., Timmy Burkeen and wife, Lorraine, Almo, Tina
Burkeen and Twilla Burkeen and husband, Howard, Murray, Lori
Dowdy and husband, Richard, Wingo, Larry Burkeen and wife, Evelyn, Dexter, and Lisa Burkeen, Fulton; 10 great-grandchildren.
Thg funeral will be Wednesday at 3 p.m. at Independence United
Methodist Church, where he was a member. The Rev. Kendrick Lewis
will officiate. Burial will follow in McDaniel Cemetery.
Friends may call at Miller Funeral Home of Murray after 6 p.m.
tonight (Tuesday) and until noon Wednesday when the body will be
taken to the church for visitation until the funeral hour.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to the
McDaniel Cemetery Fund, c/o Howard Coy, Rt. 1, Almo, KY 42020.

Mrs. Elizabeth Broach Paschall, 82, Ellis Drive, Murray, died Monday, May 20, 1996, at 6:20 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was a member of North Pleasant Grove Cumberland Presbyterian Church. Born Dec. 21, 1913, in Calloway County, she was the
daughter of the late Wesley Broach and Lela Jones Broach. A son-inlaw, Hal Adams, preceded her in death.
Survivors include her husband, Clifton E. Paschall, to whom she
was married on Sept. 5, 1936; two daughters, Mrs. Mary Kathryn
Starks and husband, Bobby, and Mrs. Loretta Adams, Murray; three
sisters, Mrs. Covela Hale, Livonia, Mich., and Mrs. Dorothy Enoch
and Mrs. Naomi Rogers and husband, James, Murray; four grandchildren, Teresa Williams and husband, Roy, Gary Starks and wife, Julia,
Lori McGregor and husband, Doug, and Billy Admas and wife, Heather; four great-grandchildren, Amanda and Christopher Williams and
Lake and Cole McGregor.
The funeral will be Thursday at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill Funeral Home. Kevin Medlin will officiate. Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial Gardens.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. Wednesday.

Maurice B. Calhoun
Maurice B. Calhoun, 69, Will Jackson Road, Cadiz, died Sunday,
May 19, 1996, at 6:38 p.m. at Trigg County Hospital, Cadiz.
A member of Liberty Point Baptist Church, Mr. Calhoun served on
the board of the ASCS. Born March 2, 1927, at Golden Pond, he was
the son of the late Alfred A. Calhoun and Estelle Luton Calhoun.
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Susan Barber, Columbia,
Tenn.; two sisters, Mrs. Mane Birdsong, Cadiz, and Mrs. Marjorie
Lester, Christian County; one brother, William Gary Calhoun:Trigg
County; one granddaughter, Dana Puckett; two great-grandchildren,
Dexter and Whitney Puckett.
The funeral will be Wednesday at 2 p.m. in the chapel of Goodwin
Funeral Home, Cadiz. The Rev. Carey Calhoun and the Rev. Don Cottrell will officiate. Burial will follow in East End Cemetery, Cadiz.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).

Mrs. Gertrude Bennett
Funeral rites for Mrs. Gertrude Bennett were Monday at 2-p.m. in
the chapel of Blalock-Coleman & York Funeral Home. The Rev.
Odell Colson officiated. Music was by Flint Baptist Church Choir led
by the Rev. William B. Miller with Karon Johnson as pianist.
Pallbearers were O'Neal Burgess, Eddie Burgess, Terry Housden,
Earl Nix Wilson Jr., Richard Duke and Dan Robertson, active; J.T.
Valentine, Dick Ford, Tony Blasco and Mickey Cavitt, honorary. Burial was in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to
Murray-Calloway County Hospital Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray,
KY 42071.
Mrs. Bennett, 76, Arbor Drive, Murray, died Saturday, May 18,
1996, at 5:20 p.m. at her home.
Her husband, Clarence Joseph Bennett, died Oct. 23, 1991. A
granddaughter, Cherlye Layne Tate, and three brothers, Eulas, W.T.
and Charles Ray Williams, also preceded her in death.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Norma Bennett, Murray, and
Mrs. Jo Ann Bennett Weaver, Cherokee, Ala.; three sisters, Mrs.
Gladys Pratt, Truman, Ark., Mrs. Laverne Mote, Portage, Ind., and
Mrs. Rudell Hopper, Decaturville, Tenn.; one brother, Eugene Williams, Scotts Hill, Tenn.; two grandchildren, Mark Bennett Weaver
and Jennifer Robyn Taylor, Cherokee, Ala.; two great-grandchildren,
Savana Jo Tate, Cherokee, and Jay Scott Tate, Pocahontas, Ark.

Baggett exhibit will
open on Wednesday
The drawings and sculptures of
Paducah artist Brent Nelson Baggett
will be on view May 22-31 in the
upper level of the Clara M. Eagle
Gallery at Murray State University.
The exhibit is titled "3 lbs., 6 ft."
Processisan extremely important
aspect of Baggeu's drawings. _
Working primarily in ink, the artist
blends meticulous rendering with
random marks usually associated
with sketching and diagrams to
create visual tension while alluding
to the work in progress. Various
types of wood are used in his
sculptural objects.
The subject matter in Baggett's
work leans toward the figure, abstraction and mechanical devices.
Explaining the content of his work,
Baggett says, "Rural living is the
theme behind my work. My experience in a primarily blue-collar environment is explained through the
use of the human figure and the
machine images."
The son of Brenda and Ricky
Allcock of Paducah, Baggett recently received his BFA in drawing
from Murray State University. He

Mrs. Treva E. Sloan
The funeral for Mrs. Treva E. Sloan will be today at 2 p.m. in the
chapel of Collier Funeral Home, Benton.(The Ledger & Times regrets
that the wrong date of the funeral was published Monday.) Jim Phillips and Chris Dempsey will officiate. Burial will follow in Marshall
County Memory Gardens.
Expressions of sympathy may take the form of donations to Mayfield High School Grant Sloan Memorial Scholarship Fund, c/o
Exchange Bank, Mayfield, KY 42066.
Mrs. Sloan, 73, Benton, died Saturday, May 18, 1996, at 5:40 p.m.
at Heritage Manor Nursing Home, Mayfield.
One grandson, Grant Sloan, one brother, and her parents, Morris M.
Sloan and Tempie Walters Sloan, preceded her in death.
Survivors include one son, Jim Sloan, Mayfield, principal at Southwest Calloway Elementary School; two daughters, Mrs. Terry Peck,
Benton, and Mrs. Betty Salyers, Murfreesboro, Tenn.; one sister; two
brothers; five grandchildren including Greg Sloan, Mayfield; one
great-grandchild.

--- Announcing
Randy K. Taylor
D.M.D.
Announces the
opening of
his practice for
family dentistry at

To Subscribe
To The
Ledger & Times
Call 753-1916

Dr. & Mrs. Randy K. Taylor
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Advanced Video
/
Ai Imaging'

Dia

'Color Picture-in-Picture
'Surround Sound Capability
• MTS Stereo with Spatial
Equalization (SEq) 15 Watt
Audio System
•18-Jack Rear Audio/Video Jack
Unrrersal
Panel including S-Video
Remote
'
Maryland Oak Color Finish

'1795▪00

PVR4663MK

Side View

(a- —411111112ME"217-vi
REBATE
$50 Rebate
Model VR4225HF
•Stereo Hi-Fi with Built-in MTS Stereo Decoder
.4-Head HQ Double Azimuth Video System

Dr. Taylor received his doctorate in dental medicine from the
University of Louisville School of Dentistry. He is a native of Fulton,
Kentucky, and a graduate of Murray State University, where he played
varsity football. His wife, Lee Ann, a native of Murray, is a graduate of
Murray State University and recently received an Associates of Science
in Dental Hygiene from the University of Louisville School of
Dentistry.
Former patients of Dr. Joseph Rexroat and new patients alike may
schedule an appointment by calling (502) 753-9201

LEE ANN TAYLOR
Dental Hygienist
1210 Johnson Boulevard
Murray, Kentucky 42071
(502) 753-9201

Stock Market
Report
Prices as of 9 AM
Company

Chg

Dow Jones Ind. Avg.._-5748.08 - .74
DJIA Previous Close
.5748.82
- ils
Air Products
A T & T..............-...... 623/4 +
Bell South
41 + 5/1
Briggs & Stratton
4.37/1 + its
Bristol Myers Squibb —80s unc
CBT Corp. Ky.s.....221/2B 2.31/2A
Chrysler.
68 + 34
Dean Foods.
.243/4 - 3/1
Exxon..
.8674 - 3/s
Motor........................

5/.
General Electrk .....
General Motors............563/4 + 1/I
unc
• 1/4
- 54
I B
Ingersoll Rand-........-... 4374 unc
K-Mart.............. ........101/4 + 1/s
K U Energy............... 2934 unc
Kroger ....-.-..................-403/4 unc
L G & E ............
-211/2 +
Mattel
271/s unc
McDonalds ....................491/1 + 1/2
Merck
63 1/3
J.C.
+
Peoples
21348 2234A
Quaker Oats
35 +
Schering-Plough.............573/4 1/4
Sears
5014 + 1/4
Texaco......... .....
• IN
Time Warner.................413/4 - 1/4
Wal-Mart.......

SYSTEM 3

..........24/4 +

HIWARD
LYONS

Our Rest lnuestment Is

Picture-In-Picture TV

Lit %twit. If t tiers, Pc • &Wm WM eelIPC

Universal
Remote
Control

FREE Delivery - in Home Service

FAWN

A

• Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in this
stock
UNC - price unchanged

Additional
Information
Available
Upon Request

Iii Mrs III(I
I
327
•Surround Sound/Capability
'Comb Filter
.9 Jack Audio/Video Jack Panel
'Dark Textured Color Finish

Price

Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
502-753-3366

239.95 after rebate

895•00 SR3273DT
RANDY K. TAYLOR, D.M.D.
Family Dentistry

Inuertmerets Since 1854

Ford

Contro1

1210 Johnson Blvd.
Murray, KY
502-753-9201

plans to continue his education in
preparation to teach at the university
level. A public reception for the
artist will be held in the gallery on
Friday, May 24 from 7 to 9 p.m.
The Clara M. Eagle Gallery is
located on the fourth and fifth floors
of the Price Doyle Fine Arts Building on the campus of Murray State
University at the corner of 15th and
Olive Streets, Murray. Gallery
hours are 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday
thfough Friday.

rb.Quality Goos In Before The Nam* Goo,On.

Tucker TV

1914 Coldwater Roaa • Murray • a.s-zwa0
Mon.-Frl. 8-5, Sat. 9-12 noon

*am—AP-

A&A AUTO
RENTAL
• Daily & 'Weekly Rentals
• Clean, Dependable Cars
• Call Us I or Rates

Holland Motor Saks
513 S. 12th St.

753-4461

1

•••

•

•

•IP

1 1.
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Notice

Notice

ALTERATIONS, Ruth's
See & Sew 753-6981

Will be offered in state
and structural steel
code at the Paducah
Technology
Area
Center. The program
will be offered at night
beginning July 5
through July 16 from
5.00 to 900 p.m.

759-TAXI

U
(8294)
•
m $1.00 per mile
a
O
S
$2.00 minimum
U. U •• • • •
FORGOTTEN Thyme.
Herbs, Everlasbnigs & bedding plants Opens May
9th, Thur-Sat, 9-5, 2mIs
down Murray-Paris Rd
753-2171 Free plant
w/$8 CO purchase

All information may
be attained through
the Vocational School
Office by calling Paul
Housholder at 4436592.

FORGOTTEN Thyme,
753-2171 Herbs Garlic
chives, Parsley, Basil, Hyssop, Rosemary, Bay, Tarragon, Lemon Verbena
Everlastings Yarrow,
Tansy, Thistle, Silver King,
Red Globe, Blackberry
Lilly, Stabce, Strawflower,
Fibigea Clypeaba

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands.

New & Used
Large Inventory

Ward Elkins

MEDICARE
INFORMATION

753-1713

Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standanzed in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
,you, or your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $736 in
1996.
For more information
call:

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon Sat,9 to 5, Sun 1
to 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys rnens,
women, children jeans,
sweaters sweat shirts,
dresses 13 Miles from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489 2243 or 753-6981

1996

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationvside
I-800-455-4199
'our 3.* ru of servicc•

SUPER Sale- Kids, Kids,
Kids $4 50 & under- $1 00
$475 & over- 7, price.
Maternity, baby equip. women s jeans/ shirts
$3 00/pr Across from
Super America Closed
Mon 759-4577.

CLASSIFIED

Register
Kindergarten-Cr. 8
753-3289 • 753-6487

.
.
.
.
. LAKE .
. STUDIO .i
Frames

.
.

.
- (502)474-2308 .
.
By Appointment

•

Highway 94 East & 1346

•

•

.

COUCt LOW Seat, Cnair
2 1.4aict,ng End Tablas
In Beautfui Biadt Vinyl

649
PURDOM
Furniture & Mattress
Downtown Murray • 753-4872
0,10
In
Memory

In Loving
Memory of
Jessy Palmer
They are not lost
who find the sunset
gate. The goal of all
their faithful years.
They are not lost,
who reach the peaks
above the clouds.
They are not dead
who live in hearts,
they leave behind.
As time declares
their good and
forgets the rest.
They are not gone
who walked with us
before, along the
path of life. They
have, but gone before.
Edward Palmer
& Family

BROWN large leather back
pack missing' $50 Reward
if found 753-6558

LOST: Large long haired
gray, white & tan Calico cat
with white feet, near Fox
Meadows & So 16th area.
Might possibly be injured.
753-7731

Now tiring Stale Carded Sourern Baptist Teaders

Portraits • Mats •

5-Pleee
Living Room Sutle

LOST from Vine St, Black
6mo Lab/Doberman mix
Black collar, answers to
Dot, sometimes She is
very shy because she was
abandoned as a puppy If
found or seen please take
good care of her and call
753-2240

EMMANUEL BAPTIST
ACADEMY

•
.

Feature Of The Week
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by Mrs. Anne
sin
*
Illm Tells Past, Present and Future 1111.
im Advice On All Affairs Of Life. sim
.1111Palm
& Tarat Card Reading Also Available=
am

mi
*
.1.
767-0508
WI*
m * 208 S. 12th • Murray * ...
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im mit MEM
im me
moam Elm me
Elm umim immommmi -mi

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home. -Everyone would rather stay "'at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

LOST: Small black/grey
striped cat with blue flea
collar, on Wiswell Rd near
Johnny Robertson
759-4438.
LOST. Long haired gray
female cat in Gatesborough area. If found please
call 753-8106.
060
Help
Wanted
ABIUT1ES WASTED? Are
you better off today than
you were 5yrs ago? Where
are you going to be 5yrs
from now? TIME 4 A
CHANGE. International
firm expanding into Western Ky area
Call
502-527-5308
A HIGHLY self motivated
individual with great interpersonal skills for Traffic/
Billing position for advertising sales Job responsibilities include Data Entry and
Accounting procedures
Must be a responsible individual who can work under
a deadline situation. Send
resume to P0 Box 1040 C,
Murray, KY 42071
'ATTITUDE PAYS' EsCHEERLEADER now making above average income
I'm learning from a millaneve YOU can tool Call
Gina at 502-527-5292 for
appoontrnent
AVON- $8-$15/hr. No door
to door. No min. order
Bonuses/benefits
1-800-827-4640 Ind/sIsi
rep

POSITION
FILLED
EQUIPMENT operator
Backhce and septic experience preferred CDL required Send qualifications
to P0 Box 1040 A, Murray
EXPLOSIVE' One of the
nation's fastest growing
companies just opened an
office in the area We are
looking for people to help
train and expand a sales
force Good pay for good
work No experience
needed No phone inter
views Call 753-7657 for an
appointment

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

300
Dome&
& Childcare

Modes

Welding Certffication
Updates
Shielded Metal
Arc Welding
Flux Core Welding

A TIME To Dance Specially
Shoppe, Courtsquare Murray We have all your dance
wear needs, plus gift items
Shoppe 767-0579 or Ten
Bryant 753-0266

070

FAR Lands Travel. hiring
part time for Mayfield office
Start at 14 75/hr 30hrs per
week Mail resume to 502
Maple St Murray Ky
42071 No phone call or
visits
FIRE SAFETY ADVISORS $2150 per month
Company will train Call
Mon Thurs. 9am lpm only
615 399 8269
HOME TYPISTS, PC users
needed $45,000 income
Call
potential
1 800 513 4343 Ext B8155
HOMEWORKERS urgently
needed Earn weekly paychecks from the comfort of
your home Free details
Rush LSASE to American
Media Associates Dept
AA, 381 E Oak Dr Buchanan,- Tn 38222
HOUSE painter 2yrs exp
minimum Steady work
Apply at Black's Decorating 701 S 4th St Murray.
Ky
LIKE working outside and
want weekends off Camp
W 0 W in Murray needs
summer counselors It you
are 18 years or older call
753-2319, and leave message Benefits include certificate in CPR, First Aid
and Lifeguarding
LOOKING for gentle dedicated, dependable individual to work at the Humane
Society/Animal Shelter
This person should be
skilled in dealing with the
public & also understand
animal overpopulation
issues Senior citizens are
encouraged to apply
Handyman capabilities a
plus Salary commensurate
with experience Come to
the Animal Shelter in Murray. weekdays after 1pm

ABSOLUTELY Clean Ex
penenced cleaning, home/
office references Call Kim
759-5106
BABYSITTING in my
home Reasonable rates
Call 753 4538

HOME & Office Cleaning
Daily. weekly. Spring
cleaning Ph Valerie,
759 5021
IMMACULATE CLEANING Thorough and reliable Home and Office
cleaning 759-2310
WILL sit with the elderly
nights, experience & references 753-4590
100
Business
OPPonvoill
LOCAL franchise opportunity, Baskins Robbins, in
Murray
Call
502 247-2096
TR
AINING Training Training'
Success in real estate
sales requires proper training and management support We guarantee al
Learn more about how you
can make it to the top at our
next Century 21 career
session - no experience required, just ambibonl Call
now for a reserved seat
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtgos 753-1492 Ask for
Catherine

NOW

POSITION
FILLED

plicaDept
D& T
St,

urray.
PLUMBER /3/GENERAL
MAINTENANCE MECHANIC Full-time position
with benefits High school
graduate or equivalent with
two years of experience in
general plumbing work and
general mechanical maintenance experience required Must be able to
perform mechanical maintenance, installation, and
repair to a variety of rotating
equipment and associated
parts Will be required to
perform any type of work
connected with renovation,
maintenance, and repairs
to plumbing and related
systems and equipment for
university facilities Salary
$739 per hour ($7 54 effective July 1. 1996) Apply
at Human Resources.
Sparks Hall, Murray State
University, PO Box 9. Murray, Ky 42071-0009 Murray State is an EEO, M/PD,
AA employer
SMALL engine mechanic
Experience preferred
Send resume P 0 Box
1415, Murray, KY 42071

LIKE new Whirlpool stack
able washer/dryer Excel
lent condition, apartmen
sized $450 759-2310

Home
Furnishings
COUNTRY blue swive
rocker, good condition,
$50 Gold chair, good con
dibon, $30 759-5741 after
7pm
MAY Day Specials Discount on all in-stock furniture Must make room for
New Shipments We aweaate your business Cerraway Furniture 105 N 3rd
753-1502
OAK kitchen table and
chairs. 2 teak wall units
wcomputer desk, oak occasional table 759-9874
200
Spode
Equipment
GUNS, buy, sell
436-5650

trade

HANDGUNS Rifles Shotguns Quality Leather Holsters,AMT06 & Access
BHB Firearms 436-2980
SKI MACHINE Call after 6,
759-9839

A FIREWOOD for sale
437-4667
220

Guild bass guitar, $225
759-9932 after 6pm
SOUND System- Peavy
XR600 Head, Z Electro
VOIC*3 speakers, 4 Electro
Voice BK-1 microphones,
$600 Call 901-644-7587

270
Homes For Sale
14x70 FLEERA/OOD mobile home, 1983 model,
partly furnished Ceiling
fans, dishwasher, microwave, new hot water heater, mini blinds. 10x12 Front
porch, & more, 2br, 1 bath
Ph 753-3993 after 4 30prn
14x70 TRAILER with 6
acres, 2br, 2 bath, carport
Nice quiet area, paved
road $35,000 762-2500 or
753-7541 ask for Melissa
16x80, 3BR, 2 bath. vinyl
siding, shingled roof All
new appliances, custom
built with extras Front
porch and deck. Must see.
759-9600.

rifles, shotguns, and pis- 1983 14x70 COMMA tols Benson Sporting CORE, 3br, 2 bath Very
Goods, 519 S 12th, good condition Price negotiable. 753-0552
Murray
SMALL electric clay firing 84', 14x70, 2BR, 2 bath on
rented lot in Kirksey
kiln 753-7201
489-2984 after 5pm
WANTED Used riding
mowers that need work REMODELED or use for
storage Buy at your price
436-2867
753-5209
280
Articles
For Sate

Mobile
Homes For Rent

10HP Lawn tractor, runs
good $250 753-8292

2 OR 38R, gas or electnc,
central h/a Edge of city
limits 753-5209

PAGEANT Dress for sale
Pink wAots of bead work
Size 11 Hair bow to match
489-2984

3br, 2 baths located in Riviera Courts Call G Reed
days till 4 30pm
(901)644-9031, nights &
weekends (901)642-2129
BABY bed with mattress, Leave a message, I will
Fisher Price car seat, baby return the call
monitor & exercise air
cycle 492-8577
285
Mobile
HOTPOINT double oven
Home Loft For Rent
and cooktop Harvest gold,
good condition Matching MOBILE Home Village
sink Johnson trolling mo- $80/mo, water furnished
tor. new 474-8455
Coleman RE 753-9898
MAN'S 14K Diamond wedding band 1 1 Carat channel set Never been worn
Sacrifice at $475 Call after
4pm, 753-7270

LARGE storage facility with
good commercial location
Coleman RE 753-9898

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available
753-2905 or
753-7536

NEAR Hazel Includes
trash, water, lawn
$100/mo 492-8488

300
NORDICTRACK SeBusiness
$175
new,
like
quoina
WILDLIFE/
Rentals
CONSERVATION JOBS Children's Yamaha 100,
Now hiring, Game War- runs great, $550 4 CAR shop for rent
753-4509
dens, Security, Mainte- 759-9569
nance, Park Rangers etc
roof
or
barn
your
for
us
SEE
No exp necessary For ap641 STORAGE available,
metal Cut to length
plication and info
Cover's 36 inches, many 4x5, 5x10, 10x20, 10x25
1-800-299-2470 ext KY
colors Economy Metal & Visa & Mastercard ac111C 7am-8pm 7days
cepted 753-5585
Supply Co 489-2722

LOOKING to share duplex
Country setting/private
$180 deposit, $180
monthly rent, $70 electric
Amenities, satellite,
washer & dryer, dishwasher, deck Completely
furnished, exception of extra bedroom Leave mes
sage, 753-8607

NOW taking applications
for Section 8 low rent hous
ing Apply in person at
Southside Manop 906
Broad St Extended be
tween 8am 12noon No
phone calls please Equal
Housing Opportunity

MUR-CAL Apartments now
accepting applications for
1, 2 and 3br apartments
Phone 759-4984 Equal
Housing Opportunity

Rooms
For Real

MURRAY Manor Apartments now accepting applications for 1 2br apartments Apply in person
1 30pm 4pm, Mon Fri,
1409 Duigiud Dr

23/1

LOCAL resort seeks individual to share home in exchange for office duties
Write 29 Boatwright Benton, Ky 42025

NEAR University, deluxe
ground floor apt Living
2BR, Watery**, Panor
room, 2brs, kitchen diarna Shores All new ap
nette, all extra large Plush
pliances basement, cencarpeting Roomy closets
tral heat & air yard mainteWAREHOUSE, 3000sq tt, Central electric heat & air
1'/, blocks oft Courtsquare W/D hookup, $340/mo. nance Lease, references &
in Murray, Ky at 602-B, $340 deposit Available deposit required, $450
June 1st 753-4560, month Available June 15
Maple St Call 753-8964
Call 753-7219,753-1845
9am 5pm
320
NEW 1br apt in country
Apartments
For Rent
Completely furnished
$300 No pets 436-2722 4BR house, redecorated. 2
1,2,38D apts Furnished,
bath, new appliances, wid
very nice near MSU No WANTED
Roommate to hookup, in county, $565
7 5 3 1 2 5 2 split rent
pets
and expenses If Now available Deposit redays,753-0606 after 5pm
interested call 759-9561 quired No pets 753-4937
1BR Apt & efficiency Apt before 3pm or after lOpm
or 436-2741 nights
available now Coleman
RE, 753-9898
OFFICE space for lease,
Walnut Plaza. 104 N 5th St
753-8302 or 753-9621

1BR, duplex &gas heat
Rent/ deposit. $275 412N
5th St 759-4696
1BR Close to University &
hospital Some utilities
paid 753-8756
1 OR 2br apts near downtown Murray 753-4109

Firewood

150

DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95 Includes
utilities 753-1266

MARSHALL CO Mini Storage New units now available, $35-$55 527-0404

160

210

$19.99 PER Megabyte
LOOKING for full time help. M•mory, Sal•---Call
days & nights front & back Hawkins R•search at
line Apply in person at 753-7001 for details-Arby's Restaurant, 507 N FREE Installation
12
No phone calls
6 MONTHS InterestMURRAY Christian FREE Computer Loans—
Academy seeking certified Buy the kids that NEW
Computer NOW and Pay
teachers, grades K-7th
later— Call HR
and part time Administra- 6 Months
tor
Call 759-1555 or at 753-7001 for details—
Internitt Addr•sa
759-1321 for application
http://www.hawkIneress
NO Experience Needed
arch.com
Guardsmark, Inc a nation•
ally recognized leader in COMPUTER system,
the security industry, has Packard Bell 386 SXII, perpositions available in the sonal computer 1MB exCALLOWAY COUNTY pandable to 5MB 80387SX
math co processor, hard
AREA, for honest:trustwordrive Packard Bell P88538
thy individuals with a clean
SV Monitor LODIPECK
police record Compensamouse EPSAN option
tion includes wages well
printer 3000 Lots of softabove minimun, college tuiware, $900 753-7920
tion reimbursement, life insurance, 401k retirement
plan, paid vacations, pre140
mium pay for holidays, uniWent
forms provided Must be at
To Buy
least 21 years of age to
apply Retirees, minorities ANTIQUES by the piece or
and women welcome A collections 753-9433 day
pre-employment drug or night
screen will be required
Apply in Murray, Ky at the ANTIQUES Entire estates
Department for Employ- or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins
ment Services, 1210 John- 492-8646 days, 753-1418
son Blvd on Thursday May evenings
23rd, lpm to 3 30pm. EOE
CASH paid for good, used

Apertrnonts
For Rant

WORK boots, Western 650 SQ FT near Courtsboots, Camo clothing, quare at 500 Maple St in
Black BDU's Army boots, Murray Call 753-8964
Camping supplies, MotorBUILDING on corner lot in
cycle helmets Jerry's
Hazel, 305 4th St
Sporting Goods, Hwy 121,
$400/mo 492 8149 evenMayfield 502-247-4704
ings before lOpm

CLEANING houses is my
business Reliable Call
Linda 759-9553
DEPENDABLE babysitter
4 openings for 3 5yr old
Call 759 4708

220
Business
Rentals

2 BR brick patio shade
trees No pets, $345/rno
753-6931
2BR Duplex, 1300 Valleywood Dr Appliances turn
ished, $360/mo 759-4406

/ ALPINE
•)0c1dromiroscpbe

•
Clarion
C.Ark Ft 4131. %JP 1E> I 411=3,

Tapes
Car Audio

Sunset Boulevard Music.
753-0113

Dixieland Center

EFFICIENCY or 2br No
pets Water furnished Zimmerman Apts 753 6609
EXTRA nice 2br, '2 bath
with garage appliances
Furnished Central gas h/a
1 year lease, 1 month deposit No pets, $550/mo
753-2905 or 753-7536
HAZEL Apts has available
2br apt Must be 62, handicapped, or disabled Rent
based on income Equal
Housing Opportunity
TDD*1-800-247-2510,
527-8574 or 492-8721
HILLDALE Apts now taking
applications for 1,2, & 3br
apts Handicap accessible
Apply at Hilldale Apts office
Monday Friday, 730-3 30
Equal Housing Opportunity 437-4113 TDD
1-800-545-1833 X287
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake
land Westiy Village, lbr
apartment utilities included, rent based on income 62 & older, or handicap & disabled Equal
Housing Opportunity
502354-8888.

CAPTAIN D'S
SEEKS ASSISTANT MANAGER
Starting Salary up to $18,200 + Bonuses!
SPFS Inc. (the largest franchise of Shoney's Inc.
seeks an aggresive hands-on type manager for the
Captain D's location in Murray, KY.
The person we seek must like dealing with the
public and must be willing to make our customers
their #1 priority.
Previous management experience a must, previous restaurant experience a plus.
We currently have 18 Captain D's restaurants
and others are planned. So, come aboard. There is
room for advancement for those willing to work.
Benefits include monthly bonuses, vacations,
free meals, contests, special awards, and major
medical available.
Call Tim Edmonson
at 502-753-9383 to arrange for an interview.
EQUAL
OPPORTUNITY
EMPLOYER

sEAFooti

psce
SATURDAY, SUNDAY, MONDAY
WORK AVAILABLE FOR PRODUCTION OPERATORS
FULL BENEFITS FOR WORKING 34.5 HOURS
Mattel has openings for production operator positions in our world-class
molding operaton. These 12 hour weekend shifts provide lots of time-off.
Hours are erther 6:00 a.m.-6:00 p.m. or 6:00 p.m.-6:00 a.m. on Saturday,
Sunday and Monday. Scheduled days off are Tuesday, Wednesday,
Thursday and Friday. The starting hourly rate of pay is $6.20 and tops off
at $8.84. Full benefits are available after a short waiting period
If you have what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers please
contact:
Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th St.
Murray, KY 42071
502-759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer - M/F/D/V

PRODUCTION OPERATOR POSITIONS AVAILABLE
Mattel and Fisher-Price have merged and as a result our manufacturing capacity
in Murray is expanding We now have production operator positions available in
our world -class molding operation These 12 hour positions provide lots of off-time
and more earnings than traditional 8 hour work schedules Hours are either noon
to midnight or midnight to noon with 3 days oft every other weekend The starting
pay rate is $6 20 and tops off at $8 84 Full benefits are available after a short
waiting period.
If you've got what it takes to work with the world's best toymakers contact

ri

Murray Employment Agency
201 South 12th Street
Murray, KY
759-2150
An Equal Opportunity Employer
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Lola
For Saki

Homes
For Sale

Used
Trucks

CREEKVIEW Seff storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney s
$20 $40/mo 759-4081

10 COMMERCIAL lots for
sale Sizes from 061 to
1 05 acres 7 Acres road
front located on Hwy 94E
Call 759-4851 or 753-3734
from 8am 5pm

NEAR MSU Large 2br, 2
baM approx 1800 sq ft
Formal dining room large
family room with fireplace
Many custom features All
appliances included Must
see $87,500 753-8191

1988 E 350 FORD Van,
351 fuel infected, a/t, a/c,
pis, plb, 8x8x14 box van
vs/roil-up door Sell or trade
for small truck of equal
value Asking $5,000
753-2041 between 6 &
9Pm

370
Livestock
& Supplies
BULLS AND HEIFERS
Performance tested S4rn
mental and Maine Anjou
Crossbred service age
buns and heifers Only top
performance animals offered for sale All animals
health tested and guaranteed Smith Broadbent
Farms Day 502-235-5182,
Night 502-235 5170

AKC Lab puppies, 1 Choc
emale $200 1 Black female $125 7wks old
502-753 9382 after 5pm

2 LOTS with 2430'garage,& electric service lo- NO Down Payment $1000
cated in Preston Heights, out of pocket money to
500 feet from city limits All qualified buyers We have
underground city utilities many new homes available
$24,900 753-2339
as well as pre owned
homes Please call to see if
3 HUGE comer lots in Preyou qualify tot a no down
ston Heights 500 feet from
payment home Call Edcity limits All underground
wina at Grey's Properties
city utilities 753-2339
759-2001 or 742-4435
NICE lot- 150x220' ResiQUIET peaceful country
/
2
dential neighborhood, 21
setting, 9 miles west of
miles from city limes on Rob
Murray All brick, 11 rooms,
Mason Rd,/
1
2 mile off 94W
4 baths, 15 closets, 2 storCall 753-1389
age rooms, 2 fireplaces.
PRIME building lots, some 5045 barn, 2 sheds 32x95,
/
2 acres, vinyl fenced
wIrees, all underground 101
utilities, natural gas Joins Too many extras to list. By
owner, $277,000
Oaks Country Club
435-4184
753-4010, 435-4226

AKC Registered Collie
pups Saber & white & tricolor $100/ea 753-4545
AKC Reg Rottweiler pups,
6wks old. 4 females, 2
males Shots & wormed
$200/Female $250/Males
502-354 9542

470

ENGLISH Bulldogs pups,
AKC Registered $800/ea
24
May
Ready
901 642 7286 Credit
Cards Accepted

3000SO ft of Luxurious livklokxcycles
ing space plus 41
/
2 car
garage, vaulted ceilings, 1982 SUZUKI GS 650E
wallpaper, tile, wirnany ex- motorcycle. 10xxx miles,
tras Built new in '92, looks & runs good $600
obo 759-2447 Kris, leave
$174.900 753-2339
message
3BR in Murray Hardwood
floors, fireplace, refrig, 1987 HONDA Rebel 450cc
stove, oven, washer, dryer, Candy apple red, nice bike
gas floor furnace Plenty of $1500 489-2477
closet space, quality con- 1994 YZ250, EXCELLENT
struction, $53,500 =xi, extra plastic, pro cir753-7198
cuit pipe. Work 753-4563,

FOUR AKC registered lab
puppies Shots and
wormed $100 each
753-7050 or 435- 4556 after
6pm

3 TO 4BR, 3 bath home
with fireplace extended
deck, great location, built in
1992 $105000 Call
759-1830, 762-3808

REGISTERED Black Lab
puppies Strong bloodline
Call 759-9954

4BR, 2/
1
2 bath with full
basement, 3 car carpet,
3900sq ft under roof.
1
2
1500Sq ft workshop with /
bath, 3 stall livestock barn
with fenced pasture,
stocked pond, central heat
& air Woodstoves in workshop and basement Sits
on apprx 9 acres in Kirksey, $185,000 Serious inquiries only Evening calls
at 489-2056 for appt

DOG obedience classes or
private Serving Murray 14
years 436-2858

SMALL Red Miniature
Dachshund for stud $50
Fee 753-0266

4 ACRES mostly woods
with 14x57 mobile home
large deck deep well good
septic 4/, mi from Murray
Corner lot 950+ ft Road
Front 492-873-8
HALEY Appraisals Bob
Haley state certified
759-4218
KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes all price ranges If
you are thinking of sellingcontact one of our courteous and professional
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by office at 711 Main St
WHY wonder about selling
your Real Estate at aucDoe? Call Wilson Real Estate at 753 5086

BY Contractor New 4br,
2/
1
2 bath house w/3 car
garage Deluxe home with
all amenities You must see
this one Call 753-3903
BY Owner i 1 Fine home,
great location in Campbell
Estates, almost 1 acre. All
brick, single story, 3br, 2/
1
2
bath, 2 woodburning fireplaces. All custom designed on construction.
2524sq ft, plus 575sq ft
attached
garage
753-4043.
By owner 3BR house at

home 753-7806 ask for
Mike.
HAVE tun riding a Yamaha
Razz or a Honda Spree
Moped Both for sale
753-5738

La.

BY Owner 4br, plus den/
studio Unique blend of
Property
contemporary and conven1470 MOBILE home
tional Open design, big
good shape central ha, country kitchen, cabinets,
2br, 2 bath on nice shady storage space Woodstove,
lot Call 618-382-2496 or 5 ceiling tans, HVAC new
618 265-3377
1995 2340sq ft, plus 640sq
GREAT Hideaway' 2BR ft basement 2 Acres, fruit
Lakefront home in Blood and shade trees. garden
River area of Ky Lake Owner KY RE Agent
Property also includes 489-2207
large workshop building & COLONIAL Charm on
boat dock Offered in the beautiful Olive Blvd near
550's through Kopperud MSU Campus Spacious
Realty, 753-1222
brick home featuring, 5br, 4
MLS*3000609
bath & over 3300sq ft of
RED WATER RANCH Ex- living area Priced just reclusive Waterfront! For duced by $10,000 For
more information contact,
the Discriminating buyer
This restricted lakefront Kopperud Realty,
subdivision has all the 753-1222 MLS*3000450
amenities appeal conve- GATESBOROUGH, 4br, 4
nience, fantastic views bath. 2 story, 4100/+ sq ft
TVA dock permittable, and Lots of extras, Walnut cagood year around water binets, Conan 4 baths,
There is a limited availabil- decks, gazebo, sprinkler
ity of lots See now for best system, large game room,
choice Call anytime for a study
753-5940,
free recorded message 436-5946
1-800-769 5250 or contact
Lake Associate Realtors HAZEL newly decorated
1 800 6 4 2 1 98 1 or 2br, 1/, bath, appliances,
garage 492-8526
901 642 1399

Whispering Meadows
Subdivision
Large building lots - selling fast! 16th & Utterback
construction busy - an already established
subdivision. Family setting - less than a mile from
N. School, N. 641. golf, restaurants, skating rink,
Dale's Auto Repair, close to new Kroger, future
Wal-Mart. Close enough for convenience - far
enough way for the quiet life. Reasonably priced a few left at S12,500!

Call 753-5628 or Grey's at 759-2001

Prestige Homes GI
Building quality homes at an affordable
price. Free floor plan consulting and
building estimates.
Additions, Remodeling & Vinyl Siding.
We make a difference by being different'
Call today and see why your home should
be built with PRESTIGE11

753-5628 • Fax (502) 753-5494

CLASSIFIED

Boats
& Motors

1988 GMC S15, 4cyl,
straight shift, am/fm cassette rag serviced, 104xxx
miles $3100 753-7198
1990 S-15 LOW miles, red,
swb. a/c 5sp , new wheels
and Ores $5500 759-1181
1991 FORD Explorer Eddie
Bauer, 70xxx miles,
After 5pm
loaded
753-4419
1992 DODGE diesel truck,
$14,000 obo 436-2269

Used
Cws
1979 MAZDA RX7 Bes
offer 489-2527
1984 THUNDERBIRD, V6,
65xxx miles bought new in
Murray Like new, $3500
753-3704, 1601 Loch Lomond Will guarantee
1989 BUICK Skylark,
80 xxx miles Extra nice,
air, auto $550 down
$200/mo Williams Used
Cars, Hazel, KY 492-8898
or 492-8873
1989 CONVERTIBLE LeBaron, $5900, white pitop.
p/w, p/d p/s Exceptional,
53xxx miles, 1 owner Call
759-4845
1989 FORD Fcsbva, auto
air $600 down, $159/mo
Williams Used Cars, Hazel,
KY 492-8898 or 492-8873

1989 GLASTRON, 23ft.,
open bow, European
styled, torquise/white. Mercunser, 454 cu ft Chevrolet
engine, great condition,
with aqua-lift. $12,500obo
(502)753-1818
1991 BUICK Regal Custom, 4dr, 84xxx miles, gray,
$7200 767-0410 leave
message
1991 TEMPO, excellent,
$4500 753-7030
1993 EAGLE Summit
29,xxx miles Four years,
40,xxx miles left on factory
warranty Williams Used
Cars, Hazel, KY 492-8898
or 492-8873
1993 SAAB, red,
9000CSE, fully loaded air,
roof, memory seats heated
seats, all leather, 5-door
53,xx x miles New tires and
breaks $16 000obo
(502)753-1818
1995 DODGE Avenger, like
new, low mileage loaded
753-9754 after 4pm
'83 OLDSMOBILE 98 Regency Brougham, 85xxx
actual miles, good running
car, $1500 753-7868 leave
message
'84 MUSTANG GT Turbo
convertible Front end has
been wrecked All original
Best offer Call after 4pm,
753-7270
93 TOYOTA Tercel, good
condition, 31 xxx
753-4888

1992 GMC Sonoma, V6,
5sp, tilt cruise, air, cloth
interior, 37xxx miles, 2 MATCHING 1995 sl 650
$7,400 Possible trade Polaris Waverunners,
$7500
iv/covers
759-9417
502-436-2767
'92 CHEV swb 4x4, 1
CELEBRITY Boats
owner, black w/red
27xxx miles, $16,000 18-31', most in stock now
and available with early
527-8288
season discounts at BEAR
'94 JEEP Grand Cherokee CREEK BOAT WERKS
Limited Black, 55xxx 800-354-9501
miles, new tires. Cel- FOR Sale or trade 43FT
Phone, towing package, Nauta Line twin diesel moobo
$ 1 9 , 7 50
tors, 7 5 diesel generator,
502-554-1331
$37,500 Irvin Cobb Mar'95 CHEVY S-10 ZR2 na, slip #3 436-5082
Package Ext cab, black, PONTOON BOATS 4new wheels, 21xxx miles. 1995 remain at dealers inGood condition, $19,500. voice 1996's also availCall 759-5661 after 6pm. able BEAR CREEK BOAT
BLACK 55 Chevy pickup, WERKS 800-354-9501
$6500 obo 759-4414
TIGERSHARK personal
watercraft, limited 1995's
available at huge dis510
counts, starting at
$3699.00 BEAR CREEK
Campers
BOAT
WERKS
800-354-9501
1987 32' JAYCO camper,
5th wheel sleeps 5 Complete kitchen wirrucrowave,
full bath w/tub, $7000
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
759-2310
stump removal, tree spray1989 37FT- Kountry Aire, ing, hedge trimming.
land5th
Wheel
RV scaping,
Mulch- hauling &
573-379-2723
mulch spreading, gutter
22' SELF contained cam- cleaning. Licensed -8. inper, 1978 model, fully sured, Full line of equipequipped Excellent condi- ment, Free estimates. Tim
Lamb
436-5744,
tion, $2900 753-6491
1-800-548-5262.
32FT Camper, air, gas
A-1 Tree professionals
heat, $2,000 759-4414
Stump removal tree sprayPREOWNED AIRS- ing, serving Murray, CalloTREAMS Also used way County since 1980
hitches sway controls & Free estimates 436-2247
leveling lacks 753-0114
or 492-8737

HALEY'S
lUgl9Duck
Cyja Rental and Sales
Cars, Custom Vans, and Vans Foi Moving
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
112 So. 12th Murray, KY 42071

Phone: 753-6910
Daily, Weekly or Monthly Rates

iCARPET & FLOOR COVERING)---x
Come...See Our Selections
CARPETS: All Top Brand Names 1st Quality
HARDWOOD, TILE & VINYL
Over 30 Years Installation Experience

WE STAND BEHIND OUR WORK
Jim Knight Sales & Installation Tarn
laud Rd
Jay Knight
•
Mitch Knight
Knights
Hwy 641 - 1'/2 Miles South of Murray to
Tom Taylor Road Right 1500 yards

Murray

753-7728

Hazel KY

SERVICE PRO
RESTORATION CO.
502-753-7617
Specializing in
water damage restoration,
remodeling, interior,
exterior and roofs.

MURRAY B)
OIL CHANGE SPECIAL

1984 GMC Conversion
Van 86xxx miles, loaded.
great shape 759-1509

SE n99
44.
vim
44.
(most cars &

1200 S. 12th St. • 502-753-0066

GET .AUTO

CREDIT

Bad Credit • No Credit
Bankruptcy • Divorce

1982 FORD F150 p/s, pt,
a/c automate 753-7725
after 6orn
1987 4 RUNNER SR5
759-4683

APPLIANCE REPAIRS
Factory trained by 3 major
manufacturers All work
and parts warranted Ask
for Andy at The Appliance
Works, 753-245S
AUTO Mechanic Foreign
or Domestic cars Mobile
service available.
753-9603
BACKHOE SERVICE
BRENT ALLEN septic tank
installation repair, replacement 759-1515
BACKHOE Service ROY
HILL Septic system, driveways, hauling foundations,
etc 759-4664
B & B Septic Tank &
Sewer Service. All drains
cleaned 24 Hour Service
502-444-6841
BOBS Plumbing Service
All work guaranteed Free
estimates 436-5832 or
753-1134
BUSHHOGGING, driveways graded, gardens and
lawns roto tilled New 60
inch roto-tiller does a terrific
job Call Jonesy 437-4030
BUSH hogging, finish mowing & trimming, garden and
yard tilling 492 8530
CARPET & Vinyl installation, glue downs only
753-4401 after 5pm

CLEANING- yards, barns
sheds, attics, garages
Hauling Free estimates
Luke Lamb 436-5950
COUNTERTOPS, custom
Homes trailers, offices
Wulff's Recovery, Murray
436-5560

CUSTOM bulldozing and
backhoe work, septic systems, 354-8161 after 4pm
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM tilling, grader
blade work, bushhogging
Gerald Carroll- owner
502 492 6159
DAVID'S Cleaning Services. 'Cleaning" vinyl siding, homes, mobile homes.
boats, brick driveways.
parking lots, all exterior
cleaning, acid cleaning
available. David Borders
Insured, Completely Mobile Phone 502-759-4734
Cellular 502-853-1108
DRYWALL, finishing, repairs, additions and blowing ceilings 753-4761
DRYWALL hanging &
Commercial & residential 753-9603.
FINISH - mowing, garden
breaking & tilling, bush hogging. 753-5303 after 6pm
FOUR Star Mobile Home,
parts & service. Everlock
vinyl underpining, lifetime
warranty, tan, beige, white.
grey 492-8488.
GREENE'S Spring Cleaning & Lawn Maintenance
will do small landscaping
protects Cleaning out garages act Reasonable
prices & excellent quality
Do any area Call The
Greene's after 6 p m
354-6621

light trucks)

Been Turned Down Before?

1968 CHEVY Truck with
1978 350 engine, $1700
firm 759-1781

APPLIANCE SERVICE
Kenmore, Westinghouse
Whirlpool 30+ years experience
BOBBY
HOPPER 436-5848

CUSTOM BUILT wooden
decks & fencing Excellent
workmanship Affordable
rates 753-7860

Vans

'89 PLYMOUTH Voyager
SE Turbo. $3400 Days
753-0521. nights
436-2165

ANTIQUE refinishing, furniture repair & custom
woodworking 753-8056

CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protecbon, high quality, excellent
value Roy Hill 759-4664

49S

1986 PLYMOUTH Voyager 753-0373

*Wed

GET A NEW START

1-800-511-0715
NO CREDIT
APPLICATION REFUSED:
INSTANT CREDIT
AVAILABLE!
ReeStablISh Your Credit

HANDYWORK/odd jobs
wanted No job too small
Just give us a call
759-1184.
KITCHEN CABINET REFACING. Make your old
new again with Formica All
colors, free estimates
Wulff's Recovery, Murray,
KY 436-5.560
LAMB Brother Home Improvements remodeling,
additions, roofing, siding,
free estimates 436-2269.
LAWN Mower and ATV Repair Service Will also mow
lawns and do yard work
435-4460

Ilervices
Mend

Services
Offered
LAWN Mowing Bill Paschall 502-753-2943

11P•

41.•

110. 401.

SWAGS

Offered

SHERMAN
TRUCKING

LAWN mowing and trimming 759-9620

Triaxle Dump Hauling • White Rock
Gravel • Sand • Fill Dirt
Lime • Sawdust

LAWNS, mowed &
trimmed 753-7768, Almo
LEE'S CARPET CLEANING. 25yra Experience.
Free estimates. 753-5827/
753-5883.

Truck For Hire Hourly
or By the Load

LEWIS EXTERIOR
CLEANING House, mobile
homes, brick & vinyl Buildings, RV's, sidewalks Free
estimates 753-6490

Call Andy or Kim Sherman
502-527-3951 • Benton, KY

LICENSED for electric and
gas 753-7203

Business On A Budget?

LONGLIFE CARPET
CLEANING SPECIAL
$25 00 a Standard size
room Free DEODORIZING & SCOTCHGUARDING 436-2654

SAVE $173 with

this 2x2
consistency ad in classifieds
every day for a month - including
Shopper for only $195.

MARC'S LAWN SERVICE Will also haul mulch
753-6226, 753-4168
MB GENERAL CONSTRUCTION & MAINTENANCE carpentry, painting electrical siding other
&
apt
maint
(502)436-2819 fax or
modem avail

Call 753-1 916
e-

MEMORIAL weekend Special Let W & B Horne Maintenance do your lawn,
home maintenance project
& dean your home Call toll
free 1-888-534-8248

For Details

• mb Brothers
Tree Service

502-436-S-74.4.
1.-800-54,13-5.26.2
Free Estimates LICENSED & INSURED
Tree Trim:rah-6
24 Hy Service
Tree Removal
Owned
&
Operated
Gutter Cleaning &
Stump Removal
KY
Cleanup Service
Mulch Hauling
-am LANs
Light Hauling. Etc,
Landscaping
Full Lane of
Hedge Trimming
-0u..in v 'i...r vice'
Equipment
Tree Spraying

MULCH,delivered. Murray.
436-5560.
PAINTING, interior, exter
ior Roofing home repairs,
cleaning Free estimates
436-5032
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PLUMBING repairs, fast
service 436-5255
PLUMBING Repair All
types plumbing repair.
Reasonable rates,
502-437-4545.

Custom
CABINETS
B WOODWORKING
Will Build-To

ROB'S ELECTRICAL
WORKS. All types.
Licensed & Insured.
502-247-5700, 742-4484
(Pager),

Your Specifications!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

R & R ELECTRIC Mobile
home hookup, new construction, rewiring, trouble
shooting & repairs Free
estimates, fast service Call
anytime
Murray,
762-0001

502-759-9672
630 N. 4th Si. (Nest to Lasater Plaster) • Murray
A DIVISION OF SOLTHERN WALL SYSTEMS, INC.

II
ATTENTION I

SEAMLESS gutters installed, residential or commercial, Servall Gutter Co.
753-6433.

Contractor or Home

SMALL concrete and construction work available
Call Mark at 753-2627 after
5pm

Licensed Master Plumber
Free Estimates
New Construction - Repair Water Heater Replacement

TOMS WINDOWS Cleaning Res Commercial
436-5389
WALTER'S Contracting,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Vinyl siding, painting,
decks, additions, roofing,
20yrs experience, free estimates 753-2592.

Phone

I

TAILOR Made Dashboard
covers Protects against
stains, cracking, fading,
heat, glare. Fits your make
and model Choice of colors 759-4712.
THE Gutter Co Seamless
aluminum gutters. variety
of colors Licensed, insured Estimate available.
759-4690

Builders

Plumbing
Cksey's
Oo

SURE WAY Tree & Stump
Removal Insured with full
line of equipment Free estimates Day or night,
753-5484

436-2667 I
I

SUMNER ROOFING CO.
.

Let one call do it all for industrial, commercial or
residential. Also new construction roofs, even farm
buildings roofs. Also, single ply and torchdown.
We are licensed in Murray, bonded and insured.
All employees are covered,under workers comp. If
you need references we will gladly furnish them
from Murray and Calloway Co.
We are ready to serve you!

Sumner Roofing Co, Cadiz, KY
1-800-270-0479 or 502-235-5979 (....i....)
--...

WELDING: Portable,
stickes, MIG, heli-arc, brazing. Mild steele, stainless,
aluminum and cast iron.
Call David at 436-5638.

Tie LAWN SERVICE

WILL do bushhog work
Call 436-5541 night,
436-5898 day.

Guaranteed fast, friendly and
professional service.

WINDOW repair & replacement, (vinyl) 759-1799

753-5647 or 759-9365

• Mowing
• Edging

• Weedeating
• Hauling, Etc.

If no answer please leave message.
WOODEN fences & decks
Custom design & construction Free estimates
753-9587
WOOD VCR- repairing
VCR's, camcorders, microwaves, Mon-Fri,9-12, 1-5.
Free estimates Visa/MC
accepted 753-0530.

WOODSIRITH'S
Curtis Smith, Craftsman
(502) 4354319 Phone or Fax

FREE kittens 753-6344

TO PLACE AN
AD CALL

Offering:
Staircase Sales & Installation
Interior Trim Sales & Installation
Hardwood Flooring Sales
Hardwood Floor Installation & Finishing
Custom Built Cabinets, Furniture & Mantles

753-1916
DEADLINES

CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
CUSTOM WOODWORKING

Deadlines ate 2 days in
advance
ADJUSTMENTS
Advertisers
are
requested to check the first
insertion of their ads for
any error.?du nay Ledger
& Times will be tempos,
!dbl. For oaly ogle ISOM"
red insertion. Any error
should be repotted ine.
mediatety so correctioas
CAA be made.

All Types Of:

Custom Woodworking
Kitchen
• Drop by
409 SUNBURY

84

Bath Cabinets

and see our showroom
MURRLY alohind Bunny Bread)
75-4-5040

• 'i\IIILereasselem

Say

HELLO TO GOOD BUYS In The Classifieds
12717112177Z7171--

4
•••

S30

530

530

1985 34FT Sea Ray, twin A & A Lawn Care, mowing,
454's, 325hrs Mint condi- hauling, tree trimming
Free Estimates Mark
tion, only $59,500
436-5791,
753-4663 days, 492-8479 Lamb
436-2528
nights.
1988 19 BASSCAT XP 200 ADDITIONS, roofing & sidEvinrude 1224 trolling mo- ing are my Specialty For
tor, 3 batteries 2 flashers 2 free estimates call David
liquid grafts $8500 502 Lamb at 436-5043
674-5673
ALCOA Siding, windows,
1996 DONZI 275 LXC metal roots Showcase Ex(29'3" overall) midberth teriors
759-5625,
cruisers in stock, starting at 489-2000
$3994300 BEAR CREEK
ALL around hauling, Junk
WERKS
BOAT
clean up cleaning out
800-354-9501
sheds gutters tree work
19' PROC RAFT boat, mo- Free estimates Joe Lamb
tor & trailer 16' Polarcraft 436-2867
boat, motor & trailer Call
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp
753-0487 after 4
foundations, slabs, sidew24FT Pontoon boat '89 alks, driveways, buildings,
model boat & motor Call remodeling, repairs, AGC
after 6, 759-9839
certified. 489-2214

490

1601 Parklane on 85x150ft 1989 GEO Spectrum,
lot Call Bob at 753-0697 85xxx miles, 4dr, automatic, air, cruise, am/fm casdays or 759-1928 nights
sette, $2500 489-2737

435

S30

520

For Reel
Or Lime

011.

41111...

- am.

MY
SEF
BE(
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Ten years ago
Huong Dinh, a senior, was
named as Miss Murray High
School. Leslie Borge, Debbie
Roos, Lisa Shoemaker, Bill Maddox, Dusty Ellington, Luke Harrington and Kelly Cathey are new
members of Quill and Scroll honor journalism organization at
MHS.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Workman
were married 50 years May 16.
Births reported include a girl to
Linda and Tommy Olive, a boy
to Dorothy and Ronnie Stone,
and a boy to Lori and John Bickerton, May 12; twins, boy and
girl, to Belinda and William
Clayton and a girl to Tressia and
Marty Dick, May 14; a boy to
June and Rick West, May 15.
Twenty years ago
Calloway County High School
will present diplomas to 170
seniors at commencement on
May 24 at Jeffrey Gym. The baccalaureate will be May 23 with
Ed Casteel as speaker.
Murray High School Principal
Eli Alexander was honored at an
outdoor concert of Murray High
School Band. Mr. Alexander will
now be assistant superintendent
of Murray City Schools.
Donna Kaye Waldrup and Randy Milton Wright were married
recently at Seventh and Poplar
Church of Christ.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Duncan,
May 10; a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
Michael Keel, May 14.
Thirty years ago
Sandy Lilly, daughter of Mr.

and Mrs. G.T. Lilly of Murray,
has been named Outstanding
Senior Girl of 1966 class of Murray State University.
Shawn Bucy, daughter of
Major and Mrs. Solon Bucy of
Murray, has been granted a
research traineeship in nuclear
physics at the University of Missouri at Rolla for the summer. A
student at Murray State University, he is vice president of Sigma
Pi Sigma national physics honor
society.
Births reported include a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. E.W. Ringstaff,
May 12, and a boy to Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Wilkerson, May 13:.
Carolyn Erwin and Carman
Max Parks II were married April
10 at South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist Church.
Forty years ago
Seventeen Murray State College cadets will receive honors at
the annual ROTC Awards Day
Ceremony at Cutchin Stadium,
May 24.
The 16 students of Mrs. Josiah
Darnall's Kindergarten closed the
school year with an all-day train
trip from Paris, Tenn., to Guthrie,
Ky. They were accompanied by
Mrs. C.M. Baker, Mrs. Earl Dye
and Mrs. James Lassiter, mothers.
Jeannette McNutt was installed
as worthy advisor of Murray
Assembly No. 19 Order of the
Rainbow of Girls at an installation service on May 15.
Mr. and Mrs. Oliver C. McLemore and son, Billy, spent the
weekend with relatives at Rogerville, Ala.

_

DEAR ABBY -

TODAY IN HISTORY

LOOKING BACK

11

TUESDAY. MAY 21, 1996

holies World Service OrganizaDEAR ABBY: This is in response
to "Wants Out in Westminster, tion, P.O. Box 3216, Torrance,
Calif. 90510. Please enclose a
Calif." She's the nurse with three
business-size, stamped, selfchildren whose husband is self-cenaddressed envelope.
tered and verbally abusive Uiward
her and their children, and she is
* • *
afraid that a messy divorce will scar
her kids emotionally.
DEAR ABBY: Is it passible fin- .1
Abby, I, too, came from a house
in which there was constant verbal 61-year-old woman and a 39-y eat
old man to make a couple'' We have
abuse. Although my father physicala lot in common and can sit li.ir three
ly abused my mother, his verbal
or four hours at a time just talking
abuse toward all of us did the most
We really have fun together.
damage. I grew up in constant fear
We have known each other tOr
that I would be insulted, degraded
year and a half, and I feel as though
or embarrassed. The unspoken famI have known hint all my lie. but
ily rule was: Don't get Dad mad —
Abby, the future wornes nit'
which was virtually impossible
NEEDS To KNOW
because what would upset him
changed on a daily basis.
DEAR NEEDS: If you two
Mom believed that a bad father
have fun together just talking
was better than no father. She was
for three or four hours, you are
wrong. I longed to be part of a "nora couple. Count your blessings,
mal" loving family, and vividly
not your years, and enjoy your
remember fantasizing about what
relationship..Cod bless and
life would be like without Dad.
good luck.I grew up not trusting or liking
myself, nor did I trust anyone else
because those who were supposed to
care for and love me let me down.
DEAR ABBY: Nly sister, Laurie.
It took much time and effort in
and her husband. Ralph. hay.. a lit
the Adult Children of Alcoholics 12tle ritual they go through %%Atli their
step recovery group 14 me to feel
kids when one of their pet goldfish
whole again. Abby, that program
dies.
was a miracle for me.
The whole family gathers in no
My advice to "Wants Out" is to
bathroom and around the commode
get out now! You are letting your
car -old
Little Anthony. the
children down by not providing
mysister
holds the "deceased'i W
them with a nurturing, peaceful
says a little prayer Then Anthony
happy home. By not leaving, you
drops the fish in the bowl and Lexy.
may be causing more emotional
the 5-year-old. flushes it to heaven
harm than you know..
One day, during one of these ritHAPPY NOW IN TAMPA,FLA.
uals. I..exy asked her dad if "Wito
her Grandpa who passed away a
DEAR HAPPY NOW: Excelfew years ago, was also in heaven
lent advice. This support group
When Ralph said, "Yes: the 3-year deserves high praise. If you
don't find it in the Yellow Pages, old asked,"Who flushed hrm?''
No one could keep a straight lace
write to: Adult Children of Afroafter that.
KIM IN SATELLITE IW.\t 'II. FLA

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, May 21, the 142nd day of 1996. There are 224
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On May 21, 1927, Charles A. Lindbergh landed his Spirit of St.
Louis near Paris, completing the first solo airplane flight across the
Atlantic Ocean.
On this date:
In 1542, Spanish explorer Hernando de Soto died while searching
for gold along the Mississippi River.
In 1832, the first Democratic National Convention got under way.
in Baltimore.
In 1840, New Zealand was declared a British colony.
In 1881, Clara Barton founded the American Red Cross.
In 1892, the opera "I Pagliacci," by Ruggiero Leoncavallo, was
first performed, in Milan, Italy.
In 1924, 14-year-old Bobby Franks was murdered in a "thrill killing" committed by Nathan Leopold Jr. and Richard Loeb, two students at the University of Chicago.
In 1941, a German U-boat sank the American freighter SS Robin
Moore in the South Atlantic.
In 1956, the United States exploded the first airborne hydrogen
bomb over Bikini Atoll in the Pacific.
In 1959, the musical "Gypsy," inspired by the life of stripper Gypsy Rose Lee, opened on Broadway.
In 1968, the nuclear-powered U.S. submarine Scorpion, with 99
men aboard, was last heard from. (The remains of the sub were later
found on the ocean floor 400 miles southwest of the Azores.)
In 1979, former San Francisco City Supervisor Dan White was convicted of voluntary manslaughter in the deaths of Mayor George Moscone and Supervisor Harvey Milk.
In 1980, Ensign Jean Marie Butler became the first woman to graduate from a U.S. service academy as she accepted her degree and
commission from the Coast Guard Academy at New London, Conn.
Ten years ago: President Reagan vetoed a Congressional resolution
blocking a scaled-down sale of advanced U.S. missiles to Saudi Arabia. (The veto was narrowly upheld the following month.)
Five years ago: Former Indian Prime Minister Rajiv Gandhi was
assassinated during national elections by a suicide bomber. Ethiopia's
Marxist president (Mengistu Haile Mariam) resigned and fled into
exile as rebels continued to advance.
One year ago: Former Secretary of Defense Les Aspin died at a
Washington D.C., hospital after suffering a massive stroke; he was 56.

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DAILY COMICS

* * *

Preemptive Defense

BLONDIE
SORRY, Bur WE CAN
ONLY EXCUSE PEOPLE
wHc) ARE DESPERATELY
: NEEDED AT WORK

then makes the contract by leading
a spade to dummy's ace and finessing the ten of hearts,losing only two
clubs and a diamond.
However, the best play at trick
three is a low spade! The chief purpose of the spade shift is to try to
+J76
force declarer to play dummy's ace of
EAST
WEST
spades before he discovers that all
Q 98 7 3
•K 6 2
the outstanding trumps are in one
942
hand. You know that, but declarer
• 10 8 •
• A 76 3
doesn't — and you should try to take
+105
*AKQ942
advantage ofthis knowledge by leadSOUTH
ing a spade at trick three instead of
+5
CATHY
an innocuous third round of clubs.
NPAKQ10765
...NOT A THAT"
IT IS 1 rWE'VE BEEN EMOTIONALLY
OH.'IOU HAD
r IT 15
(If South has the queen of spades, it
If YOU TELL
• K QJ
MUST
BLIND
INVOLVED ONLINE FOR
NOT
THAT EYEBALLNOT
is unlikely the spade shift will cost
ME WHAT YOUR
+83
BE
DATE!A
WEEKS! WE 31.I5T HAVEN'T
ING-EVERYONEA
anything.)
BLIND DATE
bidding:
The
HIM
BLIND I INTERFACED AS OUR VISUAL NOT A
WHO-COMES-IN
BLIND
ALLEGEDLY LOOKS
It must be granted that if you
East
North
West
South
NOW. CURSES
BLIND
DATE! I SELVES YET IT IS...
BLIND DATE
DATE!
LIKE, MAYBE I
shift to a spade at trick three, dePass
Pass
2
1
THE
ON
DATE!
LOOK ABOUT YOU.
CAN HELP 401.1
clarer may see through your scheme
COMPUTER 4
SPOT HIM
and finesse the ten oftrumps at trick
ILLITERATE. Opening lead — king of clubs.
four. However, players capable of
Assume you hold the West hand doing this are few and far between.
and declarer gets to four hearts as Besides, you shouldn't be playing
shown. You lead the K-Q of clubs, bridge against people that smart!
The bidding strongly suggests
everyone following suit,and the questhat South's trump holding is sometion is what to do next.
it seems normal to continue with thing like the one he actually has,or
the ace of clubs, which certainly possibly an eight-card suit headed
looks harmless enough,but if you do by the A-K-J. The best way of dealFOR BETTER or FOR WORSE
you will regret it later on.South will ing with either of these possibilities
and play the ace of trumps, is by compelling South to commit
ruff
Fi
WHAT"
OF
GooALL
THEN,
WE WERE COMING Hove
PEARJA,MV MEND UbSEF
I FELL
himself before he finds out what the
HAPPENED
that your partner started
learning
FROM GCHCOL. WE WERE PEN ,1ii1S CAR AHEAD
WEEDER RV I SAW VOUR
ASLEEP
really is.
situation
He
so EXHAUSTED. WEED, OF US SWERVES To
trumps.
CAR Go OFF"THE RoAD.
missing
the
all
with
AT THE
THE_ RIGHT, GoES
(EK)JoSEF WA9 DRIVING
WHEF-L.
Tomorrow:There's only one right play.
THROUGH A BARRIER
AND COULD HARDLy
AND
ST-RONA<E
ROLLS
OVER
South dealer.
East-West vulnerable
NORTH
•AJ 10 4
'83
+ 9542

CROSSWORDS
41 Cry of sheep
42 Lost blood
43 "My — Sar
45 Crony
46 Aunt's
husband
(Sp.)
47 — —
cummings
48 Douglas —
49 Inborn
character
52 Threesome
54 "Moonstruck"
actress
56 DC VIP
57 Alone
58 Male deer
59 Guido's high
note

ACROSS

GARFIELD
WHAT IS
THIS?
THE
AUTOMAT IC
CHIN
COUNTER

* BEEP *
ONE...
TWO...
THREE...

JTM OAV`?5 521

MALLARD FILLMORE
50, SAM—. 071, Of ‘&1fik1T014
P.11*i'AFVz 14RDCZT-6/?5 5Ay
ti•kEy Vott17 Fog
aisioN

Fog i2coPl,E WI-to
AI A 1.or Of
it-P50NAL
QuWibN4,

-NONE OF YOUR
(
1309455,
NIAHAVD

5ufee
to RATt
AN5V1fRi*
MEM—.

1 Not hers
4 MacGraw
namesakes
8 Concordes
12 River islet
13 Fissure
14 — stick
15 Hampton or
Rich*
17 "Death — —
Salesman'
19 At home
20 A Brown
21 Can. prov.
22 D-H linkup
23 — market
25 Charlotte —
26 12 mos.
27 Stimpy's pal
28 Iota
29 Actress Day
32 Running
33 Order
35 TV's George
Jefferson:
inits.
•
36 Daddy's
partner
38 Ms. Gabor
39 Spelling —
40 Roman four
1

El
UU

23

43

22

57

26
30

29

33

39

38
42

41

44

31

35

34

37

UU
46

45

SO

49

aa
53

11

19

18

25

47

10

9

21UU

NU

0

52

qi..joinggigggigglogoggbilkagionp•H

17

28

36

act)
16 Teachers'
org.
18 12 ins.
21 Hot cereal
8

7

6

8 Health resort
9 Therefore
10 ABC's Fri.
• night lineup
11 Swan — (last

14

24

32

D065 ARE 5mART..
THEY CAN FIND TI4EIR
WAY ANYPLACE...I-HEY
ALWAYS KNOW WHERE
THEY ARE..
C
4110

5

111

2-

TIN6 NOW DO YOU
FOR MY TNINK NE'S
NEW DOG.. EVER GOING TO
FIND YOU ?

1 Mr. Linden
2 Roman three
3"— Kisses"
4 War god
5 "Diamond —"
6 "— at first
you don't..."
7 Adiani's
"Diabolique"
co-star

15 •16
20

PEANUTS

5-21 0 1996 United Feature Syndicate

DOWN

4
12

Answer to Previous Puzzle
OE ID AGULE
HILARY LARYNX
IL ROLES INGE
OTT NATO SC
ENSNARL HAM
TAIL NU
ANNA
MOST@L NIACIN
MALT
AM ELAN
HEF SMELTER
IA LAIR DIG
ALES ERNIE SO
SOLIDS ELAINE
ADAMS DL MTS

54

55
.

58

A A

51

22 "To — is
human"
23 "— Here to
Eternity"
24 Late-night
host
25 CD- —
26 Hebrew letter
28 Great
pleasure
29 Genetic
matenal
(abbr.)
30 Words of
comprehension
31 Lean-to
.33 Roman 905
34 Ms Gardner
37 Wire measure
39 Shirtwaist
of Dimes
41
42 Horse's
mouthpiece
43 Obtains
44 Flight (prefix)
45 Jumble
46 Bakery item
48 Egg — young
49 Part ending
50 Kin (abbr
51 Spanish
queen
53 Lupin() ID
55 "Dave s
World" star
onits

Good advice for everyone — teens in
seniors — is in "The Anger in All of Us
and How to Deal With It." '10 order, send
a business-sized, self-addressed enve•
lope, plus check or money order for $3.95
44.50 in Canada) to: Dear Abby, Anger
Booklet, P.O. Box 147, Mount Morris, Ill.
61054-044711 Postage is included.

DR. GOTT
By Peter H. Gott. M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT- I'm a Ui year old
with a very embarrassing problem For
the past several months I've had diffi
culty getting and keeping an erection
I've always had a healthy sex life. so
this is very bothersome. I suffered two
prostate infections in one year, and the
last one was treated with antibiotics I
haven't had an infection since. but
could the medication have anything to
do with my early' signs of impotence"
DEAR READER. Impotence. in a
healthy 30-year-old is almost alv..ays
due to psychological factors, such as
stress, anxiety or depression
Although it is conceivable that a
chronic prostate infection could
aggravate the problem. you seem to
have had appropriate therapy for this
common affliction.
Antibiotics will not cause impotence
Therefore. I suggest that you be exam
if net
ined by a urologist, who will
essary— refer you for counseling
To give you more information on
this condition. I am sending you a
Report
Health
of my
copy
"Impotence." Other readers who
would like a copy should send S2 plus
a long, self-addressed, stamped enve
lope to P.O. Box 2017, Murray Hill
Station. New York. NT 101511 Be sure
to mention the title
DEAR DR. GOTT. You once wrote
about the benefits of Proscar My doe
tor says the product is worthless
Who's right?
DEAR READER: I am.
Proscar is a relatively new drug
used to treat the symptoms of an
enlarged prostate gland. a condition
common to most men as they age.
which causes frequent urination
(especially at night). difficulty initiating urination, trouble controlling urination, dribbling, and so forth. The
drug shrinks the prostate gland.
thereby enabling men to avoid
surgery, which used to be the only
effective method of treatment.
Proscar should not be prescribed in
the presence of proven prostate cancer or to men whose partners are trying to become pregnant. The medicine
usually must be taken for six months
o

•

Side effects are unusual. the most
frequent being impotence 4about 2
percent of patients).
I'm surprised at your doctor's reac
tion. Most urologists routinely pre
scribe Proscar and are satisfied that it
is an effective therapy.
1996 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

DR. GOTT
PETER
GOTT, M.D.
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Broadcasters name scholarship recipients
•

A pair of Murray State University
students have been selected as recipients of the fifth annual Kentucky
Broadcasters Association Harry
Barfield Scholarships.
Ken Carmode, a junior, and
Heather Higdon,a sophomore,each
will receive 51.000 scholarships for
the 1996-97 academic year.
The two radio-television majors
were selected for the awards based
on academic achievement, faculty
recommendations, extracurricular
activities,and a demonstrated desire
to pursue a career in broadcasting.

County, has a 3.8 GPA at Murray
State. A member of Gamma Beta
Phi Academic Honor Society, she
works as a part-time news reporter
for Murray's WQTV,including occasional anchor duties. Also, Higdon regularly speaks to school and
community organizations on behalf
of organ donation awareness.
"It would be hard to find a student
with a beuer combination of scholastic and professional credentials,"
according to Bob Lochte,director of
MSU-TV, where Higdon worked
during her freshman year.

A Murray resident, Carmode has
earned a 3.5 grade point average at
Murray State, while also working in
a variety of news and sports capacities for the university television
stalion, MSU-TV. In addition, he
does volunteer work on behalf of
senior citizens.
"Mr. Carmode maintains a strong
journalistic mindset, which allows
him to report upon news with a high
degree of context and meaning,"
said John Dillon, associate professor at Murray State.
Higdon, a resident of Graves

The Kentucky Broadcasters Association now has awarded a total of
$11,000 in scholarships during the
five years of the program. This
marks the first year in which both
recipients attend the same college or
university.
The KBA's Harry Barfield Scholarship Awards are named for the
late chairman, president, and general manager of WLEX-TV. Barfield was a past president of KBA,
and a recipient of the organization's
highest honor, the Kentucky Mike
Award.

Letter of Appreciation
Dear Editor
I would like to take this opportunity to thank everyone who helped make
the third annual Truman Whitfield Scholarship Golf Tournament another
huge success. Once again, this is our way of saying thanks to Tnunan who
meant so much to everyone who plays golf and to Murray State University.
1 would like to thank all the golfers who participated, without them we could
not have the tournament.
A sincere thank you to the Oaks Country Club for the use of the course
and where Truman was a member and gave so much of his time.
A special thank you to Truman's family for being there to help us with the
tournament. A special thank you to all who donated prizes to help make this
tournament a big success.
Once again, I am very proud to help put on this tournament as my way of
saying thanks to a man who meant so much to all of us who had the pleasure
of knowing Truman. I hope the money raised will help someone to receive
an education at MSU. Thanks Truman.
Charlie Hargrove
Route 7 Box 19, Murray, KY 42071

SUBSCRIBE TO THE NEWSPAPER..CALL 753-1916
backyard
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hrearMS
Buy - Sell - Trade

Riga
-Beet Spare Ribs

Phone 436-2980

Beet. Pork or•
Thicken

Large Selection of Handguns,
Rifles, Shotguns, Ammo
& Accessories

U.S.D.A. Tip Roast

Olde Tyme
t Shoppe

Leather Concealment Holsters
Hours: 8:00 a.m.-12:00 Monday-Friday
8:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m. Sat. St Sun.

753-MEAT
DIxisland
Center
Chestnut St
Murray

94 East 58/2 Miles To Duncan's Grocery /
Turn Right At Caution Light (Hwy. 732)
Located At 2 Mile Marker On Right

uLLUAL

'99°°
• Dnultl!

T"v "A

YAMAHA 350

A MONTH.*
FAT( DETAILS BELOW!

Fariiily of Quality Suncare Products"

49

MARKETING
306 Andrus Ave. • Murray, Kentucky

350 nas t4en rnanutactureo tor 10 years and
-e4ab1C by farmers in West KY:
i.N1a.y. _Cali Spencer at 502-753-8078 Town &
and jive not your credit info, right on the
*For approved buyers. ATVs with engine sizes of GlOcc or greater are recommended for use only by those ape
16 and older. YAMAHA recommends that all ATV riders take an approved training course. For safety and
training information, see your dealer or call the ATV Safety ,nstriute at 1430447-4700. AN. can be
hazardous to operate. For your safety: Always *spar a helmet. eye protection, and protective clothirrj; never
ride on paved surfaces or publIc roads; never carry passengers; never engage in stunt riding; riding and
alcohoadrugs don't mix; avoid excessive speed; and be particularly careful on difficult terrain.

IIE 1E

?RINE
753-4408
Proud to represent world wide recognized boat
brands that maintain top value.

Hot Summer Deals on New Boats
- 1982 Mona* Fish & Ski 115 HP Johnson, Fully Loaded SST, Cover, Ski Tow,
Super Nice
84,495
18,/2 Wellcraft Bowriders 160 HP V-6 Mercruisers, Trailers
_1 3,900
- 19' Glastron Bownders 180 HP V-6 Mercruisers, Sun Lounge Seating, Indash,
'15,900
Depth Finders, Hour Meters, Trailers

Meadowcraft
.
Patio Furniture Now On Sale!

- 234" Glastron Bownders aviCuddy Cabin, Porta Potti, Tandem Trailer w/Brakes,
*24,900
Full Canvas, Snap-In Carpet, V-8 Merc.ruiser or Volvo
- 23' Wellcralt Cruisers, V-8 Mercruisers Shore Power, Full Bath, Full Galley,
Rettig Elec Stove, H W. Heater, FuN Camper Canvas, Tandem
'30,900
Trailer w, Brakes
- Two 1995 Tigershark Daytona Personal Watercraft w/Covers, Still Under
Warranty. bike New
each '4,250
All of our cruisers qualify for 2nd home mortgage tax deduction
8.99% APR financing up so 20 years.
Glastron • Wellcran • Trojan Yachts

'Home Sweet Home" is getting
sweeter at Buchanan

Phase II Luxury Condominiums
On Kentucky Lake
The Stihl FS36 trimmer, rated #1
by a leading consumer magazine,
has all the power and durability
you expect from a
Stihl built power tool

starting at $166,000

A Waterfront Condominium Community

01 8ci•30cc
•Lifetime Electronic Ignition For
Easy Starts
•- Large Easy-Access Air Filter
• 2 Year Consumer Warranty

3 miles from Paris Landing State Park

(901) 642-2828

Pleasant

Fax (901) 642-8223
1-800-225-6302

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.

AT BUCHANAN RESORT

753-2571
753-4110

Murray

•

•

